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A recent study published by King's College in London, which operates the ZOE COVID

Study app to monitor COVID infection and vaccination rates, found that, as of July 15,

2021, there was an average of 15,537 new daily symptomatic cases COVID-19 among

partly or fully vaccinated people in the United Kingdom—an increase of 40 percent

from the previous week's total of 11,084 new cases.

Infections in Vaccinated People in U.K. Are Outpacing
Infections in the Unvaccinated

The Zoe COVID Study, led by epidemiologist Tim Spector, MD, of Kings College in

London, estimated that there were 17,581 new daily symptomatic cases of COVID-19

in unvaccinated people, or 22 percent less than the previous week's total of 22,638

new cases.

According to a press release issued by the study's authors, "With cases in the

vaccinated group continuing to rise, the number of new cases in the vaccinated

population is set to overtake the unvaccinated in the coming days."

On July 17, the U.K.'s Health Secretary, Sajid Javid, announced he had tested positive

for the SARS-CoV-2 virus despite having received two doses of the
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AstraZeneca/Oxford University's experimental AZD1222 COVID vaccine on Mar. 17

and May 16.  In a message posted on Twitter, Javid wrote:

"This morning I tested positive for COVID. I'm waiting for my PCR result, but

thankfully I have had my jabs and symptoms are mild."

With a population of more than 66 million people, two-thirds of adults in the U.K. have

received COVID-19 vaccine, representing a total of 82,592,996 vaccinations as of July

20. Some 46,349,709 Britons have received the _rst dose and 36,243,287 have gotten

the second dose. The country is not vaccinating children.

The U.K. is among the most highly vaccinated countries in the world, but it is

experiencing a third wave of coronavirus infections reportedly largely due to the

spread of the Delta variant of the virus.  Other highly vaccinated countries like Israel

are also experiencing a new wave of coronavirus infections due to the Delta variant.

Most Infections in Israel Are Among Vaccinated People

In Israel, about 60 percent of the country's population of 9.3 million has received at

least one dose of a COVID vaccine. About 85 percent of adults in Israel have been

vaccinated. Yet most of the new coronavirus infections are occurring in vaccinated

people.

In early-July, former Health Minister Chezy Levy, MD con_rmed that "55 percent of the

newly infected [people in Israel] had been vaccinated."

There has also been a concerning rise in the number of vaccinated people in Israel

being hospitalized. An article in The Jerusalem Post last week noted that the Israeli

Health Ministry reported 124 people had been hospitalized for COVID-19 on July 20

and that 65 percent of them were fully vaccinated. Of the 124 people, 62 were in
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serious condition and 70% of those patients were fully vaccinated.

Earlier this month, the Health Ministry estimated that the P_zer/BioNTech's

BNT162b2 COVID biologic was only 64 percent effective in preventing symptomatic

infections of COVID-19, speci_cally those caused by the Delta variant. But the

effectiveness rate for P_zer's experimental COVID vaccine in preventing infection

(and transmission) could be lower.

"We do not know exactly to what degree the vaccine helps, but it is signi_cantly less,"

said Israel's Prime Minister Naftali Bennett.

Infections in Chile, Seychelles and Mongolia Mostly in
Vaccinated People

Another example of a highly vaccinated country which has been experiencing a new

outbreak of coronavirus infections mostly among its vaccinated population is Chile.

Of the thousands of new coronavirus cases being reported daily in that country, 80

percent of them are in vaccinated people. Chile has fully vaccinated 55 percent of its

population.

The examples of the U.K., Israel and Chile, as well as other highly vaccinated

countries like the Seychelles and Mongolia experiencing coronavirus infections

mostly within the vaccinated segments of their populations pose a dilemma.  The

governments of these countries have to decide if the problem is that not enough of

their people have been vaccinated, or that the vaccines are simply not as effective as

initially assumed they would be.

Could Vaccinations Be Causing Rise in Infections?
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There is also a third possible problem which was raised by French virologist and

Nobel laureate Luc Montagnier, MD in May 2021. In an interview with Pierre Barnérias

of Hold-Up Media, Dr. Montagnier said he believed that the mass vaccination

programs for COVID may actually be causing SARS-CoV-2 mutations like the Delta

variant and, thus, prolonging the pandemic.

Dr. Montagnier explained that in each country that undertakes a mass vaccination

campaign, "the curve of vaccinations is followed by the curve of deaths." He said that

the COVID vaccines create antibodies that force the virus to "_nd another solution" or

"die," adding that it is the variants that "are a production and result from the

vaccination."

Dr. Montagnier's views are admittedly controversial. The thought that vaccinations

may actually be exacerbating the COVID pandemic is perhaps too dikcult a concept

for government okcials to consider. But this possibility should not be dismissed

outright.

One of the best explanations of this dynamic was given by Barbara Loe Fisher, co-

founder and president of the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) in a 2011

interview when she described the evolution of pertussis bacteria to evade the

vaccines:

"[E]very life form wants to live, wants to survive. Universal principle. And

viruses and bacteria are no exception. And when you put a pressure on a

virus or bacteria that's circulating, with the use of a vaccine that contains a

lab-altered form of that virus or bacteria, it doesn't seem that it would be

illogical to understand that that organism is going to Mght to survive, it's

going to Mnd a way to adapt in order to survive."
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Darzoum

One possible takeaway is that these people don’t know what they’re doing; that’s a scary thought.  On

the other hand, they may know exactly what they are doing; that’s a scarier thought.  Either way, billions

of people are putting their faith in them; that’s the scariest thought.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Tal vez no haga falta esperar una vacuna, así como los antibióticos pareciera que han agotado su

utilidad. Es como si la sal ya no salara... Emergerá un reemplazo para ellos, o es que ya está -tal

vez desde siempre- entre nosotros? Seguimos aprendiendo por ensayo y error; levantando el velo

de lo inasible, porque el cambio es lo único que permanece constante en nuestro devenir. Santos y

tiranos. Niños sabios y ancianos devaluados. Quienes han querido ser como dioses han hallado

sus límites, y aún no saben que deben agradecerlo a un poder in_nitamente superior a su escasa

estatura que es quien, además, les sostiene con vida. Pobres seres ciegos, aterrorizados ante una

muerte que pudiera serles un consuelo, y se han vuelto contra sus semejantes enarbolando su ego

como un arma, intentando, lastimosamente, que solo su pobre carne sobreviva.

Tal vez no haga falta esperar una vacuna, o ya ninguna, ¡quién sabe! La inmunidad natural no solo

es posible, sino que es la mas deseable. Tal vez los antibióticos no puedan ya dar más de sí.

¿Habrán envejecido, como las buenas mozas añosas? Mil mundos luminosos están a la puerta: en

las monedas del tiempo  incomprendido, en los caprichos del ego escarmentado, en los socavones

escondidos de las playas arrasadas. Todo está por aprenderse otra vez, y la riada se llevará la

escoria inútil dejando el humus necesario para seguir...Como siempre lo fue. Ojalá la velocidad  del

aceptar lo nuevo supere la inercia de la costumbre. Entonces, los bastones ya no serán necesarios

para andar. El evangelio mercoliano habrá cumplido su cometido: articulaciones sanas, alegría de

vivir, integridad inclaudicable.

Posted On 08/03/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/anmael/default.aspx
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anmael

Aterrador es seguir durmiendo y morirse de miedo entregando las armas. Sepan o no lo que estan

haciendo, son unos pobres infelices, antropológicamente inservibles, y lo saben. Merecen

compasión. Rece por ellos mientras estén vivos...¡puede que resulte! [ENG: It is terrifying to keep

sleeping and to die of fear by handing over weapons. Whether they know what they are doing or

not, they are unhappy poor people, anthropologically useless, and they know it. They deserve

compassion. Pray for them while they are alive...it may turn out!]

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Darzoum, Looks like Halloween came early this summer - - - This latest Stew Peters show w Dr.

Jane Ruby, discussing the scarier Scarient? www.bitchute.com/.../svzuVTTGXASe  And Alex Jones

on Infowars put together a combination of ADE discussions: www.bitchute.com/.../H4kj4KVIZ50t  -

with a de_nition of forced consent vs informed consent. Scariest?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jennycat24

I totally agree, Darzoum.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moxa1man

A very thoughtful post Darzoum, and so very true.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/anmael/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/svzuVTTGXASe/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/H4kj4KVIZ50t/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jennycat24/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/moxa1man/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

susan813

I totally agree with you!!!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

How much longer until this happens?

www.newswars.com/shock-experiment-americans-sign-petition-to-arrest-an..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Randyfast

That is the scariest thought, David - and unquestioning compliance will have severe consequences

- for all of us!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Well at least Dr Fauci knows what he is talking about.........er......or does he..???!!!  twitter.com/.../1

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/susan813/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://www.newswars.com/shock-experiment-americans-sign-petition-to-arrest-and-jail-unvaccinated/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCat13/status/1422380522383323146/photo/1
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clones

@Darzoum Ignorance vs intent is a concept too scary for most too ponder, calling the rest of us

conspiracy theorists. We can point to the shotted vs un-shotted (_nd the v word abhorrent) but

again the article focuses on using a PCR test which is losing its eua status, and is discussing

cases.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

steelj

Exactly right Darzoum.  You will always have megalomaniacs and narcissists seeking power they

have no business wielding.  That most people believe in such fools is what enables them to cause

so much harm.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mjfdc

Well said!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

builditback

I just had another scary thought: If graphene oxide is a major component in the shot and is not

good for us, then what exposure might people have who are using reverse osmosis water _lters

with graphene oxide membranes?

https://articles.mercola.com/members/clones/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/steelj/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mjfdc/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/builditback/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Krofter

builditback - I've written a couple pieces on graphene oixide.  I admit I didn't know it was in reverse

osmosis machines - don't have one, never trusted them.  My guess is that the GO in the machines

is in intact sheets, although that's not to say that pieces aren't breaking off and getting into the

water.  The GO in the jabs is in microscopic particles that circulate throughout the body until they

become lodged - typically at your weakest link - and begin to wreak havoc with their clotting and

moisture absorbing propensity.  Not surprisingly, the Gates Foundation funded the research on

hydrogel - made with graphene oxide (one of the primary transhumanist material candidates) but

the stuff is actually made in China by Sinopeg.  There's a link in this piece to the page on their site

that shows the molecular structure of the 15 different varieties of PEGylated nano particles they

make for the covid jabs.  I cant make this stuff up.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhuman..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

The vaxxed are blaming the unvaxxed for their illnesses.  How they are proving their blame is a

mystery.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Ohhh Noooooo (Mr Bill) de Blasio, Mayor of NYC just announced a "vaccinated only" policy indoors

- for events, restaurants, etc. WTF is going to happen as plays out? Aren't some of the top

virologists in the world in New York City and its surroundings?

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhumanist
https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/nyc-will-require-vaccination-proof-for-indoo..  For reference: is no

one is aware of ADE? the Denguevax debacle (Sano_) that occurred in 2016 in the Philippines? and

they don't care to ask?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

"The GO in the jabs is in microscopic particles that circulate throughout the body until they become

lodged - typically at your weakest link - and begin to wreak havoc with their clotting and moisture

absorbing propensity." The clotting and absorbing propensity of GO sounds very similar to the

mechanism and ensuing symptoms of MRI contrast containing gadolinium. gadoliniumtoxicity.com

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

babylonbee.com/news/pelosi-says-she-will-arrest-any-congressperson-cau..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

Absolutely, Darzoum! Well said. And let's fully assume that Fauci (he is not my doctor) he knows

exactly what he is doing. I am continually horri_ed, having read books about the immune system

and having some understanding about how it works, or better said how its various parts work

together. It requires no medical degree once one understands a bit about immunity to _gure this

out. I repeat, they know just exactly what they are doing in directly causing autoimmune attack with

these genetic modi_cation shots, and this is NOT an experiment as advertised. Shame, shame and

more public shame on Fauci and all others at the top of this ring!

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/nyc-will-require-vaccination-proof-for-indoor-dining-gyms/ar-AAMTeLQ?ocid=msedgntp
https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://babylonbee.com/news/pelosi-says-she-will-arrest-any-congressperson-caught-with-copy-of-the-constitution
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk

Probably all of the above, but fear is THEIR home court.  Our task is to have COURAGE, which is our

home court.  We're having a protest against this insanity later in the week, and vehicle willing, I will

be there and be heard!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, Darzoum "that's a scarier thought". Based on Dr. Mercola's excellent information, a terrifying

future, as also reported in research published last week in Scienti_c Reports, vaccinated people

can play a key role in helping SARS-CoV-2 variants evolve towards those that evade existing COVID

vaccines. Three speci_c risk factors that favor the emergence and establishment of a vaccine

resistant strain. They are: a high probability of initial appearance of the resistant strain; high

number of infected people; and low vaccination rate. The research highlighted that the greatest

risk of establishing a resistant strain occurs when a large fraction of the population has already

been vaccinated but transmission is not controlled. When a virus escapes the immune defenses

induced by vaccines or diseases; they are called "escape mutants". It is known as selective

pressure, the force that drives any organism to evolve.

"So the more infectious Delta is, the more cause for concern," Kondrashov said. "By having a

situation where everyone is vaccinated, a vaccine-resistant mutant actually gets a selective

advantage." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinated-people-key-role-evoluti..  (02/08/21)

And as Dr. Mercola has reported, what is happening with children is also very scary. In a study

published on July 30, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recognized nearly 400

reports of children ages 12 to 17 experiencing heart in|ammation after receiving the P_zer /

BioNTech vaccine. The CDC study also included 14 reports of deaths after vaccination in

adolescents. Among those who died, four were between 12 and 15 years old, and 10 occurred in

16-17 year olds. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-397-reports-heart-in|ammation..  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinated-people-key-role-evolution-dangerous-covid-variants/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-397-reports-heart-inflammation-teens-pfizer-vaccine/
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(02/08/21)

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Guillermou

Dr. McCullough is an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, and professor of medicine at Texas

A&M School of Medicine, Dallas, TX, USA Since the beginning of the pandemic, Dr. McCullough has

been a leader in the medical response to the COVID-19 disaster and has published

"Pathophysiological Basis and Rationale for Early Outpatient Treatment of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)

Infection." _rst synthesis of multi-drug sequenced treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infected outpatients in

the American Journal of Medicine and subsequently updated in Reviews in Cardiovascular

Medicine. rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid..  

Dr. McCullough states: “Here in the United States, we have 100 million people vaccinated (with

COVID-19 bioweapons injections so far). This is by far the most deadly and toxic biological agent

ever injected into a human body in American history." To Health Impact News readers who have

been following the topic of vaccines for years, and following holistic physicians who have been

warning about the dangers of vaccines in general, and the eugenic plans of globalists in deploying

the COVID-19 biological weapons in particular, there is probably no new information in this

interview with Dr. McCullough.

www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..   Peter McCullough,

MD, MPH talks to Laura Ingraham about the CDC admitting that vaccinated people can transmit

Delta and how Dr. McCullough is being sued by BSW Health for the media and meeting

appearances. sp.rmbl.ws/.../5AEdc.caa.mp4

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

It makes sense the creators of the virus would want a method to infect those unvaccinated and

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid-vaccine.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-bioweapons-thrust-upon-public/5746705
https://sp.rmbl.ws/s8/2/5/A/E/d/5AEdc.caa.mp4?_=1
https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
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what a better way than to use those vaxxed.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

wakeupSleep

har1272, there doesn't have to be any logic in the blame game...its easy to blame those who didn't

follow their footsteps in taking this 'thing' and thus when they feel anger or fear for the decision

and seeing an outcome that wasn't suppose to happen what's there to do other than blame others

rather than take responsibility.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Darzoum

Everyone, thanks for comments & links.

Guillermo!  Good to "see" you again. Everyone, this link from Guillermo, excerpts of interview of Dr.

Peter McCullough, touches on a lot of the bases and might be a good one to spread around to all

the fence-sitters you may know:

 rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid..  Guillermo, to be

clear, from your 2nd paragraph ("They are: a high probability of initial appearance of the resistant

strain; high number of infected people; and LOW vaccination rate."), do you mean to say: "....HIGH

vaccination rate"?

(balhawk: "...fear is THEIR home court.  Our task is to have COURAGE, which is our home court."

 Yep... right on!)

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/wakeupSleep/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid-vaccine.html
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Dordee

Seems they have found the perfect way to reduce the world's population and still look good to the

sheep they are killing.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

maxxon

The reason for the increase in inoculated victims is this; the "gene therapy" was never intended to

actually endow the inoculated with immunity against Covid=19 or more appropriately "whatever

they call it".  It was meant to infect the recipient with the rogue spike protein incubator cells or

instructions for the purpose of interfering with the human immune system.  With this in place in

tens of millions of human bodies they will now be extremely susceptible to ordinary illnesses that

their immune system would have been able to _ght off. The purpose behind this is all part of Bill

Gates' Population Control Project that has been in the works for a long time. They just had to wait

for the proper political atmosphere and opportune moment to release it. Can they stop it?  Even

they don't know. They were not thinking that far ahead.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

This is posted way late, may be an important tidbit?

Reports from the UK are showing high number of vaxxed in hospital, whereas word of mouth in So

California are mostly unvaxxed in hospital. In Texas, Dr McCullough reported approx 50:50 in

hospital.

My take is a delay from East Coast conditions to West Coast conditions, so let's assume by

mid-September, we may be seeing more of the UK conditions on the East Coast, midWest may be

early October and later into fall, on the West. This "thing" is seasonal, even if it is now being vacn

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Dordee/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/maxxon/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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induced...seasonal variations leads to confusing reporting unless checking different climates.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

I got this from a friend..ME: CDC, should I get poked if I already had Covid? CDC: “Yes, you should be

poked regardless of whether you already had COVID-19. That’s because experts do not yet know how

long you are protected from getting sick again after recovering from COVID-19.” ME: Oh, okay, we don’t

know how long natural immunity lasts. Got it. So, how long does poke-induced immunity last? CDC:

“There is still a lot we are learning about COVID-19 pokes and CDC is constantly reviewing evidence

and updating guidance. We don’t know how long protection lasts for those who are poked.” ME: Okay …

but wait a second. I thought you said the reason I need the poke was because we don’t know how long

my natural immunity lasts, but it seems like you’re saying we ALSO don’t know how long poke immunity

lasts either. So, how exactly is the poke immunity better than my natural immunity? CDC: … ME: Uh …

alright. But, haven’t there been a bunch of studies suggesting that natural immunity could last for years

or decades? CDC: Yes. NEWYORKTIMES: “Years, maybe even decades, according to a new study.” ME:

Ah. So natural immunity might last longer than poke immunity? CDC: Possibly. You never know. ME:

Okay. If I get the poke, does that mean I won’t get sick? BRITAIN: Nope. We are just now entering a

seasonal spike and about half of our infections and hospital admissions are poked people. ME: CDC, is

this true? Are there a lot of people in the U.S. catching Covid after getting the poke? CDC: We stopped

tracking breakthrough cases. We accept voluntary reports of breakthroughs but aren’t out there looking

for them.  ME: Does that mean that if someone comes in the hospital with Covid, you don’t track them

because they’ve been poked? You only track the UN-poked Covid cases? CDC: That’s right. ME: Oh,

okay. Hmm. Well, if I can still get sick after I get the poke, how is it helping me? CDC: We never said you

wouldn’t get sick. We said it would reduce your chances of serious illness or death.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk
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CDC (once out of earshot):  But we know those who got it and recovered are immune anyway and

our "uncertainty" of their natural immunity is based on false positive PCR tests, heh, heh!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

cont from above

ME: Oh, sorry. Alright, exactly how much does it reduce my chance of serious illness or death. CDC:

We don’t know “exactly.” ME: Oh. Then what’s your best estimate for how much risk reduction there

is? CDC: We don’t know, okay? Next question. ME: Um, if I’m healthy and don’t want the poke, is

there any reason I should get it? CDC: Yes, for the collective. ME: How does the collective bene_t

from me getting poked? CDC: Because you could spread the virus to someone else who might get

sick and die. ME: Can a poked person spread the virus to someone else? CDC: Yes. ME: So if I get

poked, I could still spread the virus to someone else? CDC: Yes. ME: But I thought you just said, the

REASON I should get poked was to prevent me spreading the virus? How does that make sense if I

can still catch Covid and spread it after getting the poke? CDC: Never mind that. The other thing is,

if you stay unpoked, there’s a chance the virus could possibly mutate into a strain that escapes the

pokes protection, putting all poked people at risk. ME: So the poke stops the virus from mutating?

CDC: No. ME:  So it can still mutate in poked people? CDC: Yes. ME: This seems confusing. If the

poke doesn’t stop mutations, and it doesn’t stop infections, then how does me getting poked help

prevent a more deadly strain from evolving to escape the poke? CDC: You aren’t listening, okay?

The bottom line is: as long as you are unpoked, you pose a threat to poked people. ME: But what

KIND of threat?? CDC: The threat that they could get a serious case of Covid and possibly die. ME:

My brain hurts. Didn’t you JUST say that the poke doesn’t keep people from catching Covid, but

prevents a serious case or dying?  Now it seems like you’re saying poked people can still die from

Covid even after they got the poke just by running into an unpoked person! Which is it?? CDC:

That’s it, we’re hanging up now. ME: Wait! I just want to make sure I understand all this. So, even if I

ALREADY had Covid...

Posted On 08/03/2021
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workoutfreak

Great post.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

juststeve

Yup absolutely perfect and should there by some freak big Pharma actually got called into the

carpet for disastrous side affect's - The  Judge well, well how unfortunate, we'll _ne you for the

princely sum of $1, and we will slap the unvaccinated silly so as to scare you because we know

that will make you behave in the future. Nice to know everyone's best interest gets taken care of,

eh?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

janskyg

Brilliantly put Alldogsgotoheaven. The only problem is the CDC will not understand any of this!.

They keep trying to tell us here that the UNvaccinated are spreading the virus and inundate us with

stories of people in the hospital that say they regret NOT getting the jab. Just another ploy day

after day.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

steelj

janskyg, if you talk to somebody maimed in a car accident on the way to the beach, they'll say they

sure wish they hadn't gone to the beach.  If you talk to somebody paralyzed from falling out of a
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deer stand they'll say they sure wish they'da never gone hunting.  If you talk to skiers killed in

avalanches, or swimmers who drowned (if they could talk) - you get the idea.  What a joke.  The

problem is such drivel actually WORKS on stupid people, and most people seem to be - oh well.

And in the case of the vaccine we don't even know if taking it would have helped.  If you never leave

the house you are guaranteed to be safe from drowning and avalanches.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Thank you for posting, Alldogsgotoheaven

!

 Literally, my exact train of thought and prolly more

ppl than not, which is why the world is protesting this moronic trash being heaped on humanity, all

for the almighty dollar and global dominance by the less than 1% minority!  The 99% majority will

stop their agenda

☺

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

MiketheAngel

This is super. Put it on FB; will see if it is allowed. I did make this change: ME: Does that mean that

if someone comes in the hospital with Covid, you don’t track them because they’ve been poked?

You only track the UN-poked Covid cases? And, that's why it's a pandemic of the un-poked?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

"They keep trying to tell us here that the UNvaccinated are spreading the virus and inundate us with

stories of people in the hospital that say they regret NOT getting the jab."  The more concerning

issue is why people are not questioning how it is known the unvaxxed are spreading the virus.  How
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does one tell for sure where the sickened obtained the unseen virus.  It's not as if the virus knocked

on their door and said "I'm here, sent by an unvaxxed".

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

"They keep trying to tell us here that the UNvaccinated are spreading the virus..." How are they

proving this?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NaplesDan

Brilliant

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

maxxon

The truth is "T h e r e   i s   n o   p o k e   i m m u n i t y".  WHAT THEY WANT IS TO INJECT YOU

WITH THE HIGHLY DANGEROUS SPIKE PROTEIN INCUBATOR CELLS / INSTRUCTIONS WHICH ARE

INTENDED TO INTERFERE WITH OUR HUMAN IMMUNITY SYSTEM MAKING US SUSCEPTIBLE TO

ANY AND ALL DISEASES WE NOW HAVE IMMUNITY AGAINST. THIS IS BILL GATES' POPULATION

CONTRO PROJECT WHICH HE HAS BEEN WORKING ON FOR A LONG TIME.  IF YOU CAN'T

UNDERSTAND WHAT IS GOING ON YOU ARE ALREADY LOST.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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stoneharbor

One logical reason I see for The lower infection rate of unvaccinated is that they are a sector of society

that tends to trust their immune system more, as they have cared for it more through the years.

Conversely, besides being sheep, and more affected by MSM discourse, vaccinated people are ones

who have paid less attention to their health, especially fortifying their immune system. So, while you

have those trusting ONLY the vaccine showing more signs of infection, you have those who have built

an immune system that can be trusted showing that they have already garnered T-cells and antibodies

and at least remain asymptomatic with less chance of showing symptoms. And how did the

unvaccinated people gain more antibodies? They probably wore masks less, and circulated among

other people more bravely because they trust their innate immunity. From this circulation in air that is

contaminated with a low viral load, the unvaccinated gain immunity little by little. It has been proven

that taking into the lungs or the intestines non-in|ammatory amounts of the virus still cause an

increase in both T cells and antibodies. The immune system reacts and Self-forti_es even when there

are no symptoms of the viral effect. I would love to see antibody tests done now on the two cohorts.

The unvaccinated probably have more antibodies and T-cells than those having received the jab. We

must remember that it has been shown that antibodies that were developed from the original strain are

still like 98% effective at combating the Delta variant.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk

Yeah, why is superior broad-spectrum natural cellular immunity no longer recognized?   Because

PCR tests that are really good at one thing, i.e., producing false positive tests, have found such

false positives in many people who had COVID and recovered.  Which they probably did by

detecting fragments of COVID or similar viruses the immune system was in the process of

destroying.  It's an illusion worthy of Houdini.
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katndognco

Mike Metzel on YouTube dissected recent c-19 death data discovering that 20% of the total

mortality rate was due to anxiety and fear. MSM along with other media killed their fellow man by

scaring them into poor choices and lowered immunity.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

JGB123

Many thanks for your post Stone harbor.  It is what I have truly thought all along.  It is why everyone

in hospitals and facilities aren't dropping dead.... Think about the millions of docs, nurses, aides,

therapists, ancillary techs, maintenance, food personnel, administrative personnel all over the

world.  Facing viral threat is daily, making for amazing immune systems.
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stoneharbor

JGB you made that point most strongly and very brie|y. Yes the hospital Personnel seem to prove

that immunity comes from exposure. People trying to avoid all exposure are not helping

themselves become immune. In fact healthcare workers probably had better immunity than the

average citizen before covid ever entered the picture, just because of their continual exposure to

diseases.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77
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Stoneharbor, you are correct, but antibodies do fall in time due to cellular immunity, which is why

antibody testing is also worthless during this scam!   Now that the cdc is discontinuing PCR, they

may push for antibody testing, KNOWING our antibodies drop due to CELLULAR immunity!  Beware!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

stoneharbor

moony, yes, there's a fall off in antibody positivity. So for one individual, there may be no

con_rmation of antibodies after a number of months. However, across a set of peop tested, a large

percent of those showing antibodies initially continue to show antibodies for many months. And

remember, T-cells are now acknowledged to be the main method for defeating a virus if they are

available in sukcient amounts. Here's a study from Italy that shows 85% of those testing with

antibodies initially still tested positive 5 months later: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34205134

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cat6071

Absolutely!  And All Dogs great Post! At Publix the bagger who I’ve known, she has taken the shot

but had a face diaper on!  I asked why and she said she was traveling soon, and has to be careful,

and the non-faced diapered cashier, says that her brother in law almost died from Covid.  I just

looked at them smiling, while talking about our inate immune systems...all while pulling out bags

of Kale, Apples, carrots, parsley, kombucha... they were both very overweight.  When will people

understand that we are what we eat and what we think all day long.
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mnpearl
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This should make it easier to push back against mandatory vaccination, since the vaccine does not

stop transmission and may promote it.  If all the vaccine can do is lower your risk of severe infection, I

don't see how they can force that on anyone.  Children are at little to no risk of severe infection and do

not need the shots.  I know how to take care of myself should I get sick, so I don't need the shot.  And,

considering these shots are not vaccines, they never should have been given EUA.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

steelj

mnpearl, re this: " I don't see how they can force that on anyone" They can force it by doing what

they always do - lie, lie, lie.  And the media will repeat, repeat, repeat, and grovel, grovel, grovel.

 And the sheeple will believe and want to kill you if you don't fall in line. That's how.  Same as

they've been doing all along.  It works great.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Everyone may want to read this latest Business Insider article - whoever wrote this clearly never

researched this with a virologist or similar:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-vaccines-work-very-well-against-delta-so..
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cat6071

It falls into that category only if nothing else works.  And they censored all of those remedies!
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

I don't believe it is coincidental that kids all of a sudden were becoming sick at the same time they

were readying the shot for them.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

keepingXt

I completely agree 'mnpearl' !!!  The thing is, what are we-the-people going to do about it. Are we

going to continue to obey all these orders that continue to work against us, or are we going to be

like 'sheep going to the slaughter' for ever after?

Surely there has to be an end to all this controversy and blatantly given orders, or are we going to

_nally tell them that we own our own bodies, therefore WE say what invasion of it we'll allow and

what we won't allow. After all, how many shots does all this amount to? Do we keep taking as many

as "needed" or do we _nally get some sense and start following our internal sense of logic that

tells us, enough is enough and so they can take the shots and shove 'em.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mnpearl

keeping_t, I don't have all the answers, but I've been in touch with my legislators and there are bills

pending now to stop vaccine mandates and passports.  I've let my Senators in DC know how I feel

and asked for the same, but they are both Democrats and I don't expect much from them.  Our

legislature ended our governor's emergency powers, so that would be a good place for others to

start.  If all this fails, we will have to _ght back whatever way we can.  There is no choice here.  We

can't let this be the end of our Republic.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

skweiler

For those who believe what may be fake news, the exact opposite is the truth. It was alleged in an

article that I recently read on WaPo that 83% of patients in a COVID-19 hospital ward were

unvaccinated. I was skeptical and it appears that I had good reason to be. Apparently, there are some

"news" publications which don't mind publishing shameless LIES (e.g. NYT). And they know that even if

they get called out on it and issue a retraction the damage is done. Psychologically a retraction doesn't

appear to erase the original effect. Any author who recklessly publishes a falsehood should be banned

from the news industry or at least from any job which is indirectly related to publishing news. They

could be relegated to a janitorial position.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Esto que ud. señala es empezando por las instituciones globales que detentan el "privilegio" de

monopolizar el derecho a desinformar, verdad? Porque de ese modo - si ud. no me aclara el punto -

las personas de a pie no podrían publicar sus opiniones de buena fe, y en la medida que van

re|exionando - porque para estar a salvo de represalias debieran contratar un equipo de abogados

experto...y pagarles. Entiendo y estoy de acuerdo con su planteo, pero esta salvedad me hace

saltar las alarmas. El monopolio de la libertad de expresión parece cada vez mas estar en

posesión de especialistas y / o profesionales. Esta condición sirve en bandeja la posibilidad

exclusiva de control a las universidades, gobiernos, etc. Estos, cuando hablan de la ciudadanía

 utilizan la expresión "la gente" sin distinguir la capacidad de juicio y determinación de cada

individuo, y dando por sentado que son los funcionarios los que pueden ser asertivos, e incluso

hablar en primera persona re_riéndose la la validez de sus decisiones avaladas por su...opinión!! .

En _n...hemos alimentado esa conducta con nuestra inercia también, pero ya basta.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

[Engl Translation] What you point out is starting with global institutions that hold the "privilege" of

monopolizing the right to misinform, right? Because that way - if you don't clarify the point -

ordinary people would not be able to publish their opinions in good faith, and as they re|ect -

because to be safe from retaliation they would have to hire a team of expert lawyers... and pay

them. I understand and agree with your point, but this caveat makes me sound the alarm bells. The

monopoly of free speech seems increasingly to be in the possession of specialists and/or

professionals. This condition serves on a plate the exclusive possibility of control to universities,

governments, etc. These, when talking about citizenship use the expression "the people" without

distinguishing the capacity for judgment and determination of each individual, and assuming that it

is the okcials who can be assertive, and even speak in the _rst person referring to the validity of

their decisions endorsed by their... opinion!!. Anyway... we have fed that behavior with our inertia as

well, but enough is enough.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cam7371

True journalism is a thing of the past! We are not getting the news, we are getting views. This is

how they are getting away with it and you can bet that governments take advantage of this.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Catryna

skyweiler    The unfortunate thing about falsehood in the media is it is such a long established

industry that there is no rooting it out. This has been going on for over 100 years, courtesy of
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Rockefeller on the east coast and Hearst on the west coast.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

steelj

skweiler - "Any author who recklessly publishes a falsehood should be banned from the news

industry or at least from any job which is indirectly related to publishing news" would be true in a

sane world.  In ours, who would be left to publish the "news"?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

How about this one from today? The US CDC Director is asserting the vaccns work!

www.bbc.com/.../world-us-canada-58065854

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fyldeherbman

"This morning I tested positive for COVID. I'm waiting for my PCR result, but thankfully I have had my

jabs and symptoms are mild." What can I Say???! So much to unpack and destroy. Do I need to say

anything more than this is a perfect example of a statement by a professional bullshitter. Says

everything but says nothing! His mendacity puts Billy Liar to shame... except Billy Liar was funny!

Posted On 08/03/2021
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sai73491

A family member's 38 year old cousin - a MARATHON RUNNER AND UNVAXXED just died.  We

surmise it was from someone else spewing the spike protein.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Catryna

sai73491     No doubt in my mind. Last month, I was in contact with 4 people in their home, and the

end result was 2 days later I woke with a vicious headache that eventually consumed my whole

body. Thankfully it only lasted 24 hours, but in my mind and because of my past history of being

overly sensitive and reactive to other's meds, I have no doubt what happened.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

JuQuDC

Did little Bombsy Graham say this during a remote tv appearance? That is his favorite place to be.

Right up there with Fauci. He has no way of KNOWING that his mild symptoms are due to the jab,

but he will say so regardless. A fool and a tool.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Longplay

"... but thankfully I have had my jabs and symptoms are mild." Are there studies that show that in fact,

those who get COVID after getting "the jab" have milder symptoms more often than the un-jabbed?  If

not, the connection being made is pure speculation used as self-justi_cation and marketing.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

Well said! I believe that too. In fact the vaccinated may be prone to extreme in|ammation and

autoimmune attack exactly exacerbating symptoms, according to every single one of the doctors

worldwide who have the courage to speak out. But let's play devil's advocate. If the vaccines really

do as they say without lying to us, and are causing more mild symptoms, then you want to talk

about asymptomatic carriers!!!??? And who is more dangerous then? The unvaccinated who

actually *experience* their symptoms and hence seek bedrest and self-quarantine quite naturally,

or those without symptoms or so mild that they just brazenly and arrogantly think they can just

carry right on with normal activities, and no bed rest,  no quarantining? The "Duh" here is so

obvious it blares like a trumpet.
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DebbyW

Yes, Longplay. My _rst thought, too, was that he likely would have had a mild case anyway. These

people are brainwashed or pushing the lies.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bassmanghsgmail.com

IMO, there's something, possibly sinister, underneath all the deception and word salad rhetoric of

the just get the Jab "experts".  There are two control groups left which remain to challenge the, 1)

The effectiveness of the jab, and, 2) The future side effects of the jab, and 3) The future side

effects of having Covid19 without receiving the jab. The unvaccinated, and the recovered that

never took the jab, are the two control groups that can possibly prove that the jab is becoming
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ineffective and possibly causing future medical complications or death. What's sinister about is

that if these control groups can be forced to take the jab, they just disappear from any future study

of the danger of the jabbed, compared to the unvaccinated , and the strength of natural immunity

from previously having Covid19.

This gives the already proven to be deceptive "experts" a way to blame (project) the potential side

effects of the jab onto another cause. For example, we think the virus is causing these

complications, and you must of had it without symptoms. A ramped up Covid19 test could prove

this.  So, the bottom line is that future complications of having everyone take the jab is that we

have no control group of the unvaccinated, and the infected without the jab. The  reasons for any

resulting complications of taking the jab can be attributed to any convenient cause.  For example, a

person is suffering from complications. The "expert" can say you must of had the virus without

symptoms. A ramped up test can con_rm this. Then, the cause of the complications can be

attributed to a conjured previous infection, not the jab. Thus, a new narrative can be established,

which is pushing the notion that if a person had the virus, it has long term effects that we are just

learning. Another conspiracy theory??? But we do know of the deception by the "experts" so far and

there is proof of something sinister taking place.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

mirandola, that IS the issue - the vaccn'd may not even know they are a carrier or spreader, whereas

the unvaxxed are much more likely to stay home.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Rovatec

I think the spike protein is the variant.  How can healthy people spread a virus. It is clearly those jabbed

that are spreaders. We have to watch out for Dr Mercola.  Big spreader of truth.  
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ca.yahoo.com/news/most-in|uential-spreader-coronavirus-misinformation..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Yes, I’m concerned about blood transfusions with spike proteins. What do you think?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Transfusions ARE an issue, as few blood banks have been sorting out blood. Better to donate then

use ones own blood...

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

har1272

Okay, so is what is being said that if an unvaxxed person gets the virus, the unvaxxed person's virus

is being mutated, and not those vaxxed? If so, then why didn't the virus mutate back in March 2020

in all those unvaxxed before the vax was available, and is only mutating now?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Nat

To put it in a nutshell, the powers behind this scenario have no intention of stopping the onslaught. The

Australian Prime Minister recently outlined the "plan" for our way back and it all revolves around the
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injections. No injection, no way back, no travel and most likely restrictions for the unclean. Considering

that the injections don't confer immunity, don't stop severe symptoms or hospitalisation or death and

don't stop transmission, there is no way back. He is effectively coercing Australians to accept the

injections, despite this being a breach of the law and is blatantly lying to the people, by offering false

hope. My most recent bleating received a generic response and failed to address even one of my

issues. Surprise! I am now trying to mount a petition to have the government removed for blatant

misconduct. I probably won't succeed but I will keep trying.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Reach out to American Front Line Doctors .org. They have lawyers who can refer help!  Thank you

for your passion for humanity and don’t give up!  We are the many!  They will have us believe we are

the few not true!!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

I also think Biden should be removed from public okce for so much as daring to tell the press (ie

the social media) who to censor and who not to, regarding "misinformation" re vaccines. And for so

much as proposing to send out door knockers to bully people into the vaccine, medical

vulnerabilities to the vaccine be damned...submit, or else! That, he called in public news, is "getting

people help". I suggest he is himself the one who needs help...professional help! Again, side

effects/deaths from vaccines be damned, this is bullying and violence! Further, he needs legal help,

as in education. He knows not the _rst iota about American law and the idea that a president is

NOT a unilateral dictator. Only a unilateral dictator tells the press/social media what to do, what not

to do, who to censor, who not to. He has brazenly violated the Separation of Powers, the important

fundament of a free press, the 14th amendment, the 4th amendment and the _rst amendment, and

probably more! Throw him out of okce and put his VP on notice, she, an attorney, can't get away
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with this! I am not an attorney, but it takes no law degree to _gure this out. Still, ask your attorney

about this.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Astonished

Everybody is safe from COVID-19, because it exist only in computer models and on TV. The miracle

cures are probably as effective as peeing on a house _re. We are being microwaved alive. Add the

spike proteins shed by the injected, and you get the full picture. Radiation by 5G and military radars

cause insomnia, increased body heat, hardness of breathing, rapid and irregular heartbeat, and coughs.

Sounds familiar? These are the so-called “COVID symptoms.” Lung and heart tissues will never

regenerate, even if one stops the current in|ammation.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Does anyone remember Dr Stella Emmanuel who, with her staff was hugging her covid patients,

treating them with Hydroxychloroquine, Zinc and Azithromicin (like Dr Zelenko), and saving their lives?

 The MSM banned her, lied about her, demonized her, and now she is _ghting back, because she was

telling the truth - and the media and the WHO & Fauci were the ones telling lies, and causing countless

deaths by failing to give people early antiviral life saving treatment:

twitter.com/.../1421931744131956742  The following is a superb and very long article about the covid

scam.  It is clear that some people on this site still believe what their television and the no-liability

convicted-felon vaccine makers tells them .  Suggest they spend some time reading this:

 covid-unmasked.net/.../P307e81B.pdf

Posted On 08/03/2021
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NorthShoreAl

Covid Unmasked... Right at the beginning the author discusses inalienable vs. human rights:  "

Unlike inalienable rights, which every human being is born with and no  human being can

legitimately deny, human rights are a political construct." And there goes your 'inalienable rights'. In

the law if one takes a DNA modi_er, they are no longer "human". There goes your 'human rights'.

You are then the equivalent of the chickens in your back yard as your dogs, cats and snail darters

have more rights than you do!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

I don't follow your logic, NorthShoreAl.   Human beings are freeborn.  They have inalienable rights.

 A political construct does not change that fact.  Professor Dolores Cahill has repeatedly shown

that her inalienable rights as a natural person prevents her being arrested as the police are sworn

to serve the people and the Queen.  Not the Government. As regards your DNA being changed via

the vax - I cannot comment.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

Quoting the article: "Dr. Montagnier's views are admittedly controversial." WHY? A) Given the pure fact,

well known, that it was antibiotics that caused bug mutation, why wouldn't vaccines do exactly the

same thing? When bugs are under attack, they mutate...known fact. Wake up, People! B) If this is

controversial, it sounds to me like propaganda is afoot. More about this, below. " The thought that

vaccinations may actually be exacerbating the COVID pandemic is perhaps too dikcult a concept for

government okcials to consider. But this possibility should not be dismissed outright." That's because,

in my humble opinion, people so much believe in their chemicals, their vaccines. This is the effect of

advertizing, propaganda and ignorance, all combined.  And they do not believe in natural medicine.
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They think "it's not strong enough". They don't have the understanding or education about how the

natural remedies work with actual physiology. I think given such an education, then people might start

to think differently.

People also need education about how the body works and the immune system. With that

understanding, BigPharma will no longer be able to snowball us. Of course, that is just what they don't

want. And this is why they have been very organized, in_ltrating medical schools and directing medical

thought. Well maybe it's high time (past time!) that natural medicine was just as organized! Want

change? Start to educate our children, right at home. "Then I will just do it myself" said the Little Red

Hen. And she did. I suggest get books about immunity. Get books about physiology. Learn about

natural supplements and their pharmacology from highly trustworthy sources. Contrary to popular

belief, the pharmacology in natural medicine is clinically studied. Search Pubmed,  but note the

structure of the studies, before believing every one of them. Yet, with good education, we can turn this

around. Think globally, act locally. My two cents.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

clanharwood

Doesn’t Dr Geert Vanden Bossche share the exact same views as Dr Montagnier  ? I’ve been

following a lot of Geert's work and interviews and He says the mass vaccination campaign during a

pandemic will drive variants too. He’s on LinkedIn; follow him!!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Montaigne was the approved & okcial face of the covering AIDS/HIV spin.  De|ecting attention

from those 'free' hepatitis shots: you can have your sin & 'heaven', too, temptation of the liars &

fakes, antichrist 'Christians'.  They may deceive themselves & men, but God sees the heart & there

is nothing covered or secret that he does not see.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Glastian

mirandola, UKColumn news have posted the Doctors for Ethics Symposium 29-30 July, session 1

https://***/3A4q6XU  session 2 https://***/37jLtbm  Also, those in the UK might want to memorise

the advice in the last 15 minutes of this video with Delores Cahill https://cutt.ly/6Qk4yhP

 Encouraging articles, well worth viewing.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Dos centavos de oro, mirandola!... [ENG: Two cents of gold, mirandola!...]

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Dr Vanden Bossche has been talking about antibody pressure and variants, but he also believes in

asymptomatic spread!  I’ve listened to him as well and he speaks “double speak”. As viruses

mutate, they become less virulent and if we had NOT locked down, it would have been eradicated in

spring 2020! Vanden Bossche is working on other T cell or B cell based vaccines, ignoring our own

innate, natural immune system.   Red |ag for me.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer
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Good post Mirandola:  This article from Children's Health Defense underlines what you are saying

about variants: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinated-people-key-role-evoluti..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

NewlandsWanderer - Did you see the comment on the CHD article from Dr Wodarg? Here's a quick

cut and paste: Wolfgang Wodarg • 19 hours ago • Sorry, but I am rather dissapointed about this

"Escape Narrative". It presumes, that viruses are eager to be dangerous for our (their hosts) health

or life. But this would be a blind way for their evolution. A virus is much more successfull, if its host

almost doesn't feel, that it is present, and when its host travels along with it and spreads it. So if

there is a successfull escape, we almost can be shure, that those variants will be the ones, that do

not harm us seriously. This means on the other hand, that assymptomatic spreaders will only be

reasonable for those viruses, that normally don't do us any harm. Waiting for falsi_cation:

Wolfgang Wodarg

PS. Did you recognize, that authors like David N. Fisman,et al. (doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/202  ...

or Ong, Sean Wei Xiang et al. (http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/s  ... and more, who a trying to fearmonger

new vacc. updates against delta, eta ..etc. .scanned their populations for lots of confounders, but

did not mention whether the victims of the "new variant" were vaccinated or not? I think it's not the

new variants but the jabs, that make the difference in mortality and fatality.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Martix

So many blind Sheeple !!!!!! 90% of the population are "cowardly domesticated Pets "

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Almond

Consider that "the variants" may actually be side effects of the vaccine.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fszaf56

My question is how they are assessing whether the the variants exist at all (i.e. is this just a story a

you imply). And, if the variants do exist, how is their distribution across hospital admissions

determined, when the CDC has admitted, what we all knew a long time ago, that the PCR test is

worthless.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

PCR was not worthless if the goal was to keep cases up and makes sure the world knew every sec

of ever min of every day of every month for a year how crazy all the positive(mostly fake) cases

were. The goal was inducement of extreme FEAR to justify the cause and it worked beautifully

thanks to the aligned MSM and taxpayer funded psa's

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

Testing for variants: dailyheadlines.net/a-top-lab-just-admitted-something-chilling-about-co..
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Assumptions, assumptions. State coroners could be running testing - morbid  - with more time,

may be doing more precise protein sequencing to determine cause...at that late date, no idea if

they could or would connect it to the shots. Assume the rest of media to be giving us heresy or

echoing a source like the CDC.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

An excellent article from Jon Rappoport about who really has the upper hand in the vaccine war:

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/03/the-vaccine-war-who-really-has-the-..  A brave politician

speaks out.  We need more of them: twitter.com/.../1421173927997497345  Self assembling

nano-particles.  Graphene link? Could this be a serious problem if they end up in the human body?

twitter.com/.../1422284471617851401  And the worrying phenomena of the magnetized vaccinated

arm - clearly shown here: twitter.com/.../1422277698274185219

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

r]agg249

So, the PCR test has a high rate of false positives, and it is based on not the coronavirus causing

COVID-19, but the coronavirus of the common cold. Because of millions of cases that aren't COVID-19,

we have heavily vaccinating most  of the world's population with shots that cause your body to create

the spike protein. In essence, with these vaccines, we are now CAUSING the pandemic. (And my local

news continues to blame the unvaccinated.)
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

its what commies do!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

It’s what commies, fascists and all tyrants alike do… We are plagued by evil and we, the 99%

majority will overcome the less than 1% minority…. when we are united!  We must not allow them to

further the divide over their “spells” with their words/semantics

#

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The spike protein& synthetic genetic material interacting w/ innate& natural dna in the body to create &

shed unnatural spike proteins are the issue. They also shed, skin to skin, sweat& sexual transmission,

as the vax study protocols noted in print ....rather as what happened w/ natural crops cross-pollinating

w/ gmo's.  An example of the technology at work would be how Australia handled their rat/mouse

problem w/ transferring/shedding infertility causing 'vaccines'.  

Any virus or challenge can push those who've had the operating system injected into an overreactive &

potentially fatal immune response, while some are already primed w/ some chronic in|ammatory

condition whether natural in cause, or vaccine& purposeful release triggers affecting the 'terrain'&

predisposing it to overresponse, basically weaponizing peoples' own immune response.  Indonesian

studies found that injected material affects 1st the ovaries, lymph nodes, etc.  There is also an issue

w/ the magnetism, creating neural networks, potentially the same nanobiotechnology  that was
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researched& published in Japan where the behavior of rats was affected remotely.

It's about disarming resistance to the planned reset& economy, & control.  But God is not mocked.  Men

& devils will do what men & devils do, wrest the scriptures & make many devices rather than humbling

self to repentance&salvation...& the suffering & corrupt world will suffer the consequences & coming

judgment, including the falling 'stars' & open warfare in the heavens, evil men& seducers waxing worse

& worse, deceiving & being deceived.  Most will cling to self-righteousness & self-justi_cation, & join

themselves to the corporate beast system, antichrist, god of this world loving compromise & their own

many & diverse devices, re-de_nitions & coverings for sin, drearily non-diverse in their hatred of all that

is truly holy & true, pure: & refusing to love the truth  that they might be saved.  The |esh availeth

nothing.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

A veces uno puede pensar que el humano, más que pecador es estúpido. Porque elegir el mal...ni

siquiera es buen negocio! [ENG: Sometimes one may think that the human, rather than sinner is

stupid. Because choosing evil... it's not even good business!]

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

When creation trashes it’s creator, you literally get hell! After working with covid patients for one

year, I got covid after Dec 2020 vaccines were being taken at my hospital, and I felt like I was

having period cramps in my ovaries!!  I’m well past those days, my friend

#

Thank God for vitamin

D or I wouldn’t be speaking now

#

Our levels should be at 50-70 ng/ml. We all need to at least

supplement with this vital pro hormone vitamin!

Posted On 08/03/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Beast, really?  What are you, a Crowley wannabe?  He died 'perplexed' remember.  The father of lies

doesn't play fair & nobody wins doing 'business' with him.  The beast has body & spirit...no

conscientious soul.  Mankind created in the image of God has body, soul & spirit; and in the case of

a man with no conscientious soul: it's because they have willfully coarsened it & turned from truth

to the point of being reprobate, at which point God gives them over to their vain idolatrous desire

ending in h-e-double hockeysticks.  A fearful place to be, in like condition to those of Revelation 16

KJB who are irrevocably damned having taken the mark of the beast.  That mark is taken

voluntarily, by choice, & in some way destroys conscientious free will choice.  Revelation 13 KJB.

 They are 'caused' to take it, tempted & seduced to it, no doubt due to love of Mammon more than

love of truth & God, who is truth (1 Timothy 6:10 KJB...numbers of man, beast & dominion) & are

given over for refusing to love the truth that they might be saved.  2 Thessalonians 2 KJB.  The

Lord knows the falling away & delusion are here already.

If human is used as a synonym for Adam, or mankind, then human and sinner are interchangeable

synonyms (Jeremiah 17 & Romans 3) & that pithy philoso-speak of yours falls apart.  Colossians 2;

1 Corinthians 1 KJB.   If not, it's disingenuous & deceitful occult- speak worthy of the spirit & father

of lies it springs from.  John 8 KJB.  With regard to 'business', that old fallen cherub is also the

merchandiser of merchandisers remember.  Ezekiel 28 and Revelation 18 KJB.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Catryna

Are any of us surprised? I knew 17 months ago where this was headed and said so among my family

and friends. It caused many schisms and heated debates. Now my conspiracy theories are becoming

fact. Thank God, I'm not alone in my belief system and have others to rub shoulders with who also

 know the score.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

John21601

“There Are No Old Wise Men at the Top, Making Sure We Don’t Do Something Really Dumb.” — Dr. Kary

Mullis. I’ve attributed most of the problems of this world (and the choices we’re given at election time)

to clowns 

$

 or criminals 

%

. That’s why I stopped voting in 2012. We are reaping what we’ve sown.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Catryna

John21601     I so agree with you.  I made the decision to stop voting in 1979. When Satan and his

minions are in charge, what is the point in being involved?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fszaf56

... clowns, criminals, puppets, imbeciles.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

I used to think this, as well. Surely POTUS is a complete waist of our time, which is why it’s bigger

than the super bowl, running re-election campaigns constantly but to those that actually answer to

their constituents, we still have an impact, locally and statewide!  Do not give up!  This is exactly
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what they want us to do!  On those states that ppl protested, things are getting done!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Pepperjet

Anmael, why are you responding in Spanish, while everyone is commenting in English?  Those of us

that do not read or speak Spanish would like to understand your comments.  Thanks much!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bee70578

Keep a translator page open maybe? It only a few seconds extra.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Hola, pues es muy sencillo explicartelo : escribo en español porque no hablo inglés. Cuando entro

a esta página traduzco a español con el traductor online. Puedes hacer lo mismo con mis posteos.

Casualmente rrealrose en este mismo espacio-hoy- tradujo a inglés mi último posteo. Lo puedes

buscar mas arriba. Ojalá hubiera un idioma universal que entendiéramos todos! Pero mira, he

entrado aquí, en principio pidiendo a ustedes los comentaristas de habla inglesa, que entren a

Mercola en español a comentar, pues hay menos comentaristas allí y sería bueno que uds.

pudieran incentivar  ese espacio ingresando sus valiosos aportes y opiniones. Pueden hacerlo en

inglés, o bien traducir antes de publicarlo, si es que tienen un buen traductor que no desvirtúe su

escrito. Gracias y saludos!
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Google translate! ... Hello, it is very easy to explain it to you: I write in Spanish because I don't

speak English. When I enter this page I translate into Spanish with the online translator. You can do

the same with my posts. Coincidentally rrealrose in this same space -today- translated my last

post into English. You can search for it above. I wish there was a universal language that we all

understood! But look, I came in here, initially asking you English-speaking commentators to enter

Mercola in Spanish to comment, as there are fewer commentators there and it would be good for

you. could encourage this space by entering their valuable contributions and opinions. They can do

it in English, or translate before publishing it, if they have a good translator who does not distort

their writing. Thanks and regards!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

Thank you all for your suggestions, I hope the translator is good! in that case, use it when you enter

the Spanish version!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lel36357

Tears are streaming down my face and my hands are trembling.  My heart is breaking for our beloved

doctor, for freedom of speech, for open debate, for the country we all have loved so much.  I want to

thank Dr. Mercola and all the experts he has consulted with over the years and also the brilliant people

who have inspired us also on so many of these nightly thoughtful analyses to understand what is
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happening at the cellular and the societal levels.  You all have been great, inspiring, wonderful.  There

are no other words except to say that I just  love you and thank you for all that I have learned.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

chiamiller

We all have each other, like a big, brilliant family with compassion and advice.  We need each other

in this insane world.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

JackSS

The antigen-antibody response only accounts for about 10% of the functioning of the human immune

system yet that is the total focus of vaccine promoters.  The energetic/electromagnetic components

are totally ignored.  You rarely or never hear about the protection afforded by natural immunity from the

"authorities".

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

ladyjunipurr

Interesting From CDC website, you can draw your own conclusions: COVID-19 Testing - Level:

Laboratory Alert - After December 31, 2021, CDC will withdraw the request to the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) for Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of the CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus

(2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel, the assay _rst introduced in February 2020 for

detection of SARS-CoV-2 only. CDC is providing this advance notice for clinical laboratories to have

adequate time to select and implement one of the many FDA-authorized alternatives. .... In preparation

for this change, CDC recommends clinical laboratories and testing sites that have been using the CDC
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2019-nCoV RT-PCR assay select and begin their transition to another FDA-authorized COVID-19 test.

CDC encourages laboratories to consider adoption of a multiplexed method that can facilitate

detection and differentiation of SARS-CoV-2 and in|uenza viruses." Humn, makes me wonder what the

heck they have been testing???

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

ScottPec

Do not worry Soros and Gates bought a testing company

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

doesn't matter and no one will be held accountable. The faulty PCR testing was designed to do

what it was suppose to do in the over all agenda (still in process) and it did. We all know it was one

"key" to achieving worldwide lockdown-fear insanity and without it the perpetrators would never

have gotten away with it. They needed a manufactured casedemic and now they will use other

tools they have control over to direct the remaining aspects of agenda

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Randyfast

This conversation is getting really old! The KILL SHOTS are doing what they were intended to do!

Posted On 08/03/2021
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fszaf56

Death by Lethal Injection.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

And infertility to the 'survivors'.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

amrom5

CABAL has everyone believing covid is a new virus (just the |u) and dreading the (phantom?) spike

protein. What if the attack is graphene oxide? COVID-19 attack is GRAPHENE OXIDE, introduced into

the body by SWAB, MASK and VACCINE! the more you SWAB, MASK and JAB the worse it gets, which

is why they want to SWAB, MASK and JAB you constantly!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jackieh1965

My hunch is also that the 'virus' could be Graphene Oxide toxicity, perhaps given via the |u

vaccination given out in China and Italy autumn 2019 and via PPE.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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StarPowerVitD

Basically the shots may do less than what vitamin D does regarding covid. If the CDC was anything

except a political medical wing of the Democrat Party, it wiuld have recommended adequate vitD to the

population long ago.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

kbamXeld

this Nobel laureate will quickly be silenced , cancelled and be sent to oblivion as there is no place for

logic in the big roll-out.  I have long held the belief that the way in which the jabs were forced out in 3rd

world countries with little or no systems in place could only end up with making a super bug. Now in

Thailand I see that mixing the jabs is something to be done if you want to live. Some have had 6 jabs

from 3 different makers. Truly scary stuff. Israel is up to 3 jabs and so we may lose a few laureates

from over jabs.  whatever I know the guys are reading everything posted on this site and so a big shout

out to you and remember Snowden stood up.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

DWC7749

This whole situation doesn't make any sense (not your article, I mean what the people behind "the

science" are saying). Day after day, they keep on hammering that "the unvaccinated are at most risk

and are the only ones being admitted to the hospitals", when meanwhile, they're creating unwitting

vectors in the form of "vaccinated" people, who then bring the disease with them everywhere they go,

including home, where there may be unvaccinated people, under the belief that they'll be _ne, because

of their new bragging right.  But now, they're saying "Oh btw, YOU'LL be _ne, but the unpuri_ed

(unvaccinated) will be the ones that are SOL.  So go ahead, be as free as you want, and if you infect

others, F-them; they chose not to conform.  You are now our Bio-Organic Weapons against them,
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whether you want to be or not." This "vaccine" sounds less like a two-way shield against infection, and

more like some sort of viral equivalent of a painkiller; something that dulls symptoms, rather than

attacks the root cause.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bee70578

DWC7749, They really have only marketing (BS) tactics at their disposal. As soon as _t science

appears there are no credible arguments. But they hold an unbelievably ignorant belief that they

can control what we can post online.  Even more incredible is the labelling of proper studies, that

anyone can read,  as 'misinformation'.  I know  quite a few  who initially bought the lie are in fast

learning mode now.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk

Yeah, but that weapon is a squirt gun to me, and why should they care if I have the jabs even if they

don't recognize my own superior natural immunity from having gotten it and recovering easily?   It's

bassackwards and upside down, absolutely Huxwellian, as another on this site described it.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

thebirdman

In many states the hospitals are not counting the breakthrough cases of the vaccinated anymore.

It’s skewing the numbers in favor of the narrative. The Methodist hospital system in Texas and the

advent health hospitals in Florida are the two biggest culprits right now. Amazing since the two big
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states with the most infections are now those two in particular. UVA and sentera are also not

counting breakthrough cases and only capturing the unvaccinated cases in the Northeast. Let’s

face it the “delta variant” started with the jabs not in India. There are 23 covid variants already in

the world. The other puzzling piece is that they have identi_ed the variants yet none of the medical

systems in place have a test to identify which variant someone has when tested????? Maybe if

they really want to scare people into jabs they should start labeling the so called deadly variants

with scarier names like “zombie variant” or “death dealer variant”? Such madness now it’s almost

comical.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

@ The birdman: " You don't meld the outcome to _t the hypothesis, that is not science" said the late

renowned biologist Lyn Margulis. Need any more be said?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

DebbyW

If they've stopped counting 'breakthrough' cases in hospitals, but are still counting the

'unvaccinated' sick, doesn't that mean you can subtract the 'unvaccinated' sick from the total

number of covid cases in the hospital, and get the number of vaxxed sick? Or are they not even

counted in a total? Are they the hidden sick?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

amk4565hotmail.com
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It's also possible that the reason cases are slowing in unvaccinated is because most of the

unvaccinated are under 30 and could be developing herd immunity, a lot more have also taken up the

vaccine offer fearing being unable to attend large events and clubs from the end of September. So if

vaccinated they are possibly not even picking up enough viral load to be positive. Friend age 20 got

covid, unvaccinated, was with lots of friends all vaccinated but only 2 tested positive, didn't have

symptoms so only tested because they had been with her.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Kevin131

What can you expect, to poison people with toxins, of course they will switch their immune systems

into producing viromes to clean out the toxins, its the basic premise being exploited here.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

00

I keep hearing that this is population control from Bill Gates and I think.... but there needs to be lots of

people for them to make lots of money, so that doesn't make sense. But Forbes said just a day ago that

40 new billionaires have been created out of the vaccine, so maybe if there is this new group of elites,

then they don't care that their selling power will be gone? They tell us the vaccine is free, so where is

the money coming from? I searched that and of course we do pay for it, they get paid from our

insurance and taxes (the CARES Act). Forbes also said that Biden was paid 8 million for promoting the

vaccine.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com
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There is signi_cant evidence that those who take the jab are, in fact, "shedding" the Covid and giving it

to those around them wherever they may go.  Not only that, there is also evidence that all of the

variants which have appeared are, in fact, being created by the "vaccines" inside the bodies of those

who have taken the jab and are now being spread by those people among the general population.

 Finally, it is an outright lie being pushed by the media and the politicians that nearly all the new cases

of Covid are among the "unvaccinated"; from what I have read, the overwhelming majority of new cases

are among those who have been "vaccinated."  And it would appear that 99% of the medical

establishment, even though they know and understand the truth, have bought into and are helping to

spread all the lies for fear of being "cancelled" or having their licenses taken away by the

powers-that-be.  They have sold out their patients, their profession, their nation, and humanity as a

whole.  Disgraceful.  We are in so much trouble...

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com

I may not have any medical training, but I have a science background and I can read, and I read a lot,

from every possible source, and my comprehension is really good.  We have been lied to from Day One

about Covid and everything having to do with it.  Regardless of whether you believe it was a bioweapon

released intentionally for a variety of nefarious purposes (as I do), or just the accidental escape of a

research project, doesn't matter.  We are being lied to big time for solely political purposes.  If what is

being done had anything to do with our collective health, then it would all have been done much

differently.  Regarding the "vaccines" which are not vaccines, well, they are perhaps an even bigger lie

than all the lies about Covid itself.  As far as I can tell, there is not the slightest shred of evidence

(antibody nonsense notwithstanding) that these drugs do anything at all to protect anyone from

anything.  I remember reading many times that even the makers of the drugs stated very clearly that

these drugs will not keep you from catching or spreading Covid, but at best (and there is no proof of

even this), you would get a slightly lesser case of Covid if you did contract it.  And at the same time, by

subjecting yourself to the jab, you have become part of a worldwide medical experiment, a walking

guinea pig, who is far more likely than not, based on current information, to be subject to catastrophic

health consequences at some point in the future.  And this for an illness with a better than 99.9%

recovery rate (per the CDC itself) for anyone not in a nursing home and without any other serious
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health issues.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

sio6474

Just spoke with my sister and told her the variant was as common in the those who got the 'shot' as

those who did not.  She emphatically said I was wrong.  End of discussion.  We are living on two

different planets.  I will not be the one to convince her, perhaps if the media actually tell the truth she

will follow!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The pcr tests proved nothing & were improperly used to begin with.  There is no test that can identify or

determine so-called covid 'variants'....or even covid for that matter   Those who work in labs know this.

Dr. Mercola should presumedly know this.  You can't get a covid sample to test against, let alone a

'variant', to do real, objective, veri_able & repeatable science with.  Koch's postulate & all position- &

certi_cation- protective philosophical labeling aside: is that not the long and the short of it?  Doesn't

that make this a rather nonsensical article? That, or something akin to a test buoy to see which way the

current of propagandistic conditioning is moving, & which bait the _sh are biting on?  If not: why not?  

Viruses are bits of genetic code in a non-living case ...mechanistic things, parasitical things, which

must highjack the material & system of a higher level living thing.  They multiply through corrupting&

co-opting what's already there....rather like a thief 'betters' himself, or a rapist spreads his genes.   They

multiply by recombining their bits of genetic code with other, more complete & independent genetic

material, or dna.    For the Christian, or truth -seeker, it's quite instructive to study this idea of

information, words, and seed throughout the King James Bible, & then to look at these discussions &

'dialogues' again, proving all things by spiritual & typological shadows of heavenly things in the visible.

 Talk about an idol and a major league, globally in|uencing cult! Looking more & more to be nothing but
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a spell & spellcasting scheme by Balaamite sorcerers  taking in themselves & the world.  Evil men and

seducers waxing worse & worse, deceiving & being deceived....and refusing to repent of their murders,

their sorceries & their fornications!  Wow.  Just, wow.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Nadine17

estateartistry.com/.../the-new-normal-isnt  The following is a snippet from the above site:  TAKE THE

LEAD WHEREVER YOU ARE. Everyone reading this material must either _nd the courage and

con_dence to make a huge difference or take a risk and make a huge mistake.  YOU need to step

outside that comfortable space you are loitering in and STOP WAITING for someone else to go _rst.  I

am not going to sugar coat it any longer. From now on, I am not going to waste a lot of time bringing

you up to speed on the past year.  I don't discuss Trump or Biden or election fraud.  I don't waste time

with religious dogma, or racial differences or other violent gripes.  I don't really want to discuss

Illuminati's or masons or gender issues and I don't care if the aliens are coming or already here.

 Debating with people on viruses, masks, covid tests and variants is exhausting when I do it and

anytime I do that it just feeds the beast.  The entire pandemic crisis is a means to an end…  it is the end

of YOU.  Nothing you hear in the mainstream is even close to true, the entire thing is a heinous crime

and the largest conspiracy EVER.  Lets just start there.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Mehlinda

This is exactly what I thought would happen, and the dangerous part is that the MRNA vaccines are

synthetic, so what the h will that virus _gure out to survive, its like a sci _ movie gone bad, God help us.

Of course just blame the unvaccinated when in reality it is the vaccinated that are causing the rise.

Who ever made this genetically modi_ed virus, and vaccine knows exactly what they are doing. One

day we will have the truth and it will be the worst global genocide attempt in history
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

VTSkier

Actually it isn't really a case of "_ghting to survive", it's more of a case that the virus entities that are

killed by a person's immune system before they can reproduce don't pass on their genes.  The entities

that reproduced before they died did pass on their gene coding.  It's called natural selection.  Being

inekcient in exact replication is an advantage for viruses, so that is naturally selected.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jamiels

How can they say that there is a delta variant when the PCR test does not distinguish the difference?

 And the Covid-19 virus was never isolated.  So if the original was never isolated then the delta can’t be

isolated.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

zumbacjg

Thanks Dr. Mercola for shedding light on new infections in the vaccinated in countries like the UK,

Chile, Seychelles, Mongolia & Israel. It will probably be impossible to get the data in the US due to how

the CDC changed the rules for tracking COVID cases in hospitals. What a pity. The Delta variant

(supposedly) came from India, where 8% of the population has had 1 dose of vaccine & 27% 2 doses.

Those numbers don’t seem high but I still think a mutant virus was formed to evade the vaccine. Now

the mutant is the main cause of infection among vaccinated & unvaccinated. I won’t do it but am

thinking about telling my haughty vaccinated friends to double or triple mask around me to keep me

from getting the virus. I watched a podcast by  Shawn Stephenson, though, who found a 2015 study in

the UK that proved that cloth masks had a 97% penetration rate by virus particles. The trial proved the
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participants were better off avoiding in|uenza virus by washing their hands. Thus, I won’t be

suggesting anyone mask up. Isn’t it ironic that with the rise in cases among the unvaccinated that it’s

getting harder to make the case for getting the jab? Will the next mutant virus be named after one of

the states in the US? Because I read Dr. Mercola, I am prepared for getting COVID, similar to what to do

if you catch _re: Stop, Drop & Roll.  At the _rst symptoms of COVID:

1. Plug in your desktop nebulizer ($70)   2. Add the prepared H2O2  ($22 for 12% food grade H2O2) +

($10 puri_ed/distilled water). Most of us have Himalayan salt or similar to make the saline water, so 0

cost for salt. Dr. Brownstein adds iodine. I haven’t bought any yet. Still considering. (Total cost $102)  

 3. Nebulize every hour or so until symptoms subside ... I would say that spending $100 to be prepared

for the plague is pretty wise. No need to throw your immune system into _re _ghting mode battling the

synthetic spike protein produced from the gene altering serum. Ta da.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lyn7020

Do you have a nebulizer you like? I have been using the hand held and am thinking of getting a

desktop version. Thanks

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

chiamiller

thank you for this ..was about to search Mercola again for recipe although not sure where to _nd

saline water that is not contact lens water that is puri_ed.  Tap water through _lter might not be

puri_ed enough to add the salt too?.. I wonder....

Posted On 08/04/2021
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sopricon

Remember that those meeting the most likely to get and die statistics are the ones most likely to have

gotten the shots out of fear. So the weakest, most likely, got the shots in larger numbers.  Those of us

that are in good health regardless of age feel we are doing good just as we are so why confuse our

natural healing system with something strange. Actually being old should be an advantage since our

system has overcome so many things in the past and we are a tough bird for anything bad to

overcome. We have our own immunity that covid is scared of instead of us being scared of it! Like

animals, the weak in body or mind are the _rst attacked and eaten. Quit pissing and moaning and get

your mind strengthened _rst. So, it is understandable that those (Vaccinated) would have the worse

record.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

We have known the vaccine does NOT stop infection nor transmissibility! We must stop “gain of

function” research NOW!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just watch the USA agencies and little Napoleonic fraud Fauci spin this blaming the non injected

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

identicaltwin2
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Informed consent is woefully absent

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

sue2613

Many are saying that it is too dikcult for okcials to understand what is really going on. The sad thing

is that many okcials know exactly what is going on.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

damn straight they know what is going on...highly orchestrated

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Ah, “selective stupidity “ at play!  Hmm!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

joy316

I am concerned about the media’s decision to attack and blame people they label “antivaxxers” for the

increase in new cases. They are oddly NOT reporting that the new cases are primarily in vaccinated

people nor are they warning them about the risk???
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

brodiebrock12

commie 101....deny and project. The Israel and UK _ndings have exposed this though. They will

blame non injected, but anyone who pays attention knows they are caught with their pants down

and will be hard to cover up even though no one will be held accountable in the end

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

The MSM use the followers of their “programs” to push their agenda, doing the dirty work of Fauci,

Gates, Schwab et al!  Ppl are _nally realizing this on a global scale, which is why it’s being driven

very hard and fast! They know the majority are waking up faster

☺

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Krofter

It's the elite fascist state pushing their agenda.  When you have the CEO of Reuters - one of the

largest news agencies in the world - also sitting on the board of P_zer, you cant expect bad news

to get out about the jabs.  And since the owners of most other major news organizations are also

heavily invested in big pharma, you have to turn to independent, alternative news sources to get at

the truth. This piece will get you up to speed on what's really going on with the news -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Jackieh1965

Anmael estás en lo cierto se está dando demasiado control a los cientí_cos y académicos que han

perdido su brújula moral (you are correct too much control is being given to scientists and academics

who have lost their moral compass)

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

And furthermore, a beast doesn't have one to lose.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

juststeve

Follow the science - Of Let The Buyer Beware! It's all the unvaccinated fault the vaccinated still get

Breakthrough Cases, and it's the unvaccinated fault the vaccinated can be asymptomatic, the cardinal

sin of the unvaccinated before the multiple jabs arrived, the jabs we somehow misunderstood when we

being told 60 to 70% compliance was going to afford Herd Immunity, somehow we got confused when

we were told the multiple jabs were to give us protection, yet we are to ignore the exceptional

protection we get when the healthy pass the virus through their systems naturally. It's been one Pretzel

Tongued Fog of contradicting Bull Spit after another.

If the multiple Jabs worked as advertised, (whichever version one is supposed to believe,) Word of

Mouth would have millions lined up to  bare their arms without bribes, bullying, or mandates. People

would be paying scalper ticket prices to be _rst in line. Remember Kennedy's words; "Success has

many Fathers, Failure is an orphan." Each day Big Pharma and all the multiple Jabs are  looking to

become Motherless Children.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

b.f54928

Is anyone paying attention?  one of our comments friends here gave us the video re: Stew Peters and

among other things, the fact that the PCR(phony)test has ethylene oxide in it which is carcinogenic,

 but they are not recalling it until the end of the year--Happy 2022!!  Please go up higher on the

comments --it's on Bitchute with Dr Jane Ruby--brilliant.  And yes, our natural immunity has memory

and is much stronger and lasting.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Natenal

As geographical entities (I hesitate to say "dictatorships") in|ict this biochemical cocktail upon their

citizenry and "the vaxeenated" exceed 50% we would naturally expect that the freshly infected rate for

those poor souls would also exceed 50%. The vaxeen (admittedly) does nothing to provide immunity so

"the vaxeenated" getting the disease is in no way surprising. What I do _nd that is surprising is that the

(P)UK(E) isn't requiring children to be vaxed (yet).

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Catryna

Natenal, You are so right. The vaxeen does nothing to provide immunity and the CDC has said so

all along. Why only a few of us can see the hand writing on the wall is beyond me. But so glad I do

and have most of my life.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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sal2846

It is important work you are doing by sharing truth. Truth is something that is becoming increasingly

dikcult to come by. It seems obvious to me that there are agenda's underlying the insanity going on.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fgb6193

There is a fourth explanation which I am surprised the author has omitted because he has mentioned it

so many times before. It is this: the side-effects of the vaccine (in particular the synthetically created

Spike protein) are indistinguishable from the symptoms of the disease itself. This allows the regimes

around the world to continue their authoritarian repression of the population in the name of safety and

health.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk

Seeing as how some of the most jabbed populations have some of the highest rates of new cases, it's

very clear the jabs do not prevent transmission.  So why should anyone care one bit if anyone else gets

them? As Reiner Fuellmich explained in his speech to a rally for liberty at Trafalgar Square, the whole

thing started as a "Public Health Emergency of International Concern," i.e., PHEIC, pronounced "FAKE".

 Not only are billions getting scammed, but also getting trolled.  

rumble.com/vkeuad-reiner-fuellmich-speech-in-trafalgar-square.html  Thanks for the link to

Fuellmich's speech, Newlands Warrior.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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tomfrank2

You should contact the hospitals to see how many of their covid-19 patients are vaccinated.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

balhawk

My comment is about the obvious ineffectiveness of the jabs in preventing transmission.  The only

protection they can be said to have to any signi_cant degree is short-term minimization of COVID

symptoms for those who make it through the _rst few weeks after the jab.  Data from Israel

indicate the protective effect of the P_zer jabs is waning just about 6 months on for those who

survived the initial rollout.  The death rate increases attributed to COVID following the jabs, which

are even minimized by different testing practices,  indicate they actually make people more

vulnerable for a few weeks after getting them, in addition to the adverse reactions, which could

occur any time from immediately following the jab on.  For all we know multitudes more people

could die from the effects of these shots within week, months, or years.  

Given the above, how can we prove the jabs have even been effective, seeing as how people can't

very well die twice?   And if one prefers to assume the risk of COVID rather than these jabs that

have caused massive casualties, and for all we know could give everyone who gets them

cardiovascular issues within a few years, what personal reason does anybody have to dictate what

anybody else does if the jab won't even effectively prevent them from spreading it? Furthermore,

since it just masks symptoms, those who get the jab may be MORE likely to spread it, because they

won't be staying at home recovering while they are carrying the virus.  

And what about people who got it and recovered, with a truly reliable diagnosis, rather than a fake

PCR result that could just as well mistake dead fragments for the disease?  Dr. McCullough only

knows of one who had a fairly reliable diagnosis and got it again, so recovery seems to offer very

robust protection against new strains. It's all bassackwards and upside-down, and even if I knew

nothing of the medical concerns, the patterns of behavior would raise a HUGE red |ag, with

screaming sirens
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

innovativest

Statistics are easy to manipulate, if the majority of people are vaccinated, and delta variante infect

everybody, logically the majority of infected will be vaccinated. The point is comparing ,deaths 50 to 50

vaccinated and not vaccinated. There is a the guardian link explaining that:.  

 www.theguardian.com/theobserver/commentisfree/2021/jun/27/why-most-peo..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cbr3583

>if the majority of people are vaccinated, and delta variante infect everybody, logically the majority

of infected will be vaccinated. Agreed, innovativest. However, except for the age 90+ set in this

U.K. data, the vaccinated cases are "over represented"!

assets.brighteon.social/system/media_attachments/_les/106/682/115/966..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Casimcea

Should we not start at the beginning and _gure out if the never isolated virus exists BEFORE we jump

into lies, damn lies and statistics?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

britcarguy
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I have been watching Dr. Campbell's videos about the virus since the pandemic began.  A new

presentation is produced almost daily.  They are informative, interesting, and without an agenda.  He

often has health professionals from other parts of the world discuss what is happening in their own

countries.  Dr. Campbell promotes Vitamin D and Ivermectin, but he also thinks vaccinations are

protecting us.  He is not selling any products, and does his work out of concern for humanity rather

than making money or being an advocate an ideology.

www.youtube.com/.../UCF9IOB2TExg3QIBupFtBDxg

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

innovativest

Thank you for the suggestion, I have already subscribed to Dr Campbell Youtube

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jeabea

I'm scared and don't know where to go. I live in France. Have a couple of immune problems so I'm

especially targeted even though I don't cause any health problems to anyone. I have a stent due to

previous heart in|ammation. This problem has been settled with use of Vitamin K2, Krill oil and other

products suggested by Dr. Mercola and the result is outstanding. My problem is that not only is it likely

vaccination will be mandatory in France for all (it is already for most, including school-age children and

very reluctant healthcare workers) but all people with some sort of medical weakness such as old age

or a particular pathology are targeted to get extra doses. I'm not sure I'd survive one dose as it is, even

though I'm currently in good health.  But here we're talking 3 or 4 doses right from the start. This is

 deliberate elimination of the less than perfectly healthy, a reminder of sinister practices of the 1940s.

We are being made clear we cost too much to society. And the large majority seems to either not get it,

or be okay with it.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

No acepte nada. No se trata de sobrevivir o no. Igualmente vamos a morir en algún momento .Se

trata de negarse a la violación del propio derecho a la integridad, libertad y determinación, y legar

ese ejemplo a los propios descendientes y contemporáneos, mostrando cómo se hace. Únase a

otros. Este es un buen sitio para encontrar compañeros de lucha.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

rrealrose

Fearmongering is often unrelenting. Met brie|y with an allergiest/immunologist in the US last week

who con_rmed my suspicions: I had the exceptions list (pgs. 40 - 44) from the P_zer trial protocols

in my hand that seems to show no data was collected on the autoimmune, much less the

immuno-suppressed, and was told it would have skewed the results of Phase 1 and Phase 2

vaccine trials. Yet medical authorities are giving shots ostensibly to protect these people. If you

can _gure this logic out, please let me know! as these would normally be the very last people you

would want to shoot-up, so to speak. No safety data, let's do it anyway? Not thinking clearly? Too

much mask time? Who knows?

Did you watch this interview w Prof Luc Montagnier?

www.globalresearch.ca/bombshell-nobel-prize-winner-reveals-covid-vacci..  - link grabbed from

the reference article above. Is no one in France paying attention to him, even though he is a Nobel

Laureate and a national treasure? He tangled early on in the HIV discovery with Tony Fauci and

Robert Gallo in the late 70's early 80's insisting there is no evidence of AIDS (never isolated or

proven), this should tell you something...

Posted On 08/03/2021
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rrealrose

Translation to English from anmael (google translate): Do not accept anything. It's not about

surviving or not. We are also going to die at some point. It is about refusing to violate one's right to

integrity, freedom and determination, and beseathing that example to one's own descendants and

contemporaries, showing how it is done. Join others. This is a good place to _nd fellow _ghters.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jennycat24

You have my deepest sympathy - as one who is vaccine damaged from years ago leaving me

auto-immune, I feel so twitchy now!  Also I got 'spike proteined' earlier in the year and now have

Parkinsons which I am struggling to control.   As far as I know, Dr M has suggested that the thing

to do is to treat the jab as if you've got the C v**us, and take large doses of quercetin, Vit D3 and

K2, B vit complex, large doses of Vit C; also (according to Dr Christiane Northrup) you can make up

your own solution of homemade 'quinine' from grapefruit peels and lemon peels boiled for three

hours in a pot with a  closed lid.  (I experimented and tried it - the scent of the essential oils

coming off is wonderful - and the very bitter liquid that is left in the pan is most de_nitely an

acquired taste!).  This recipe is all over the net.  You may also need additional magnesium and

zinc, and perhaps some resveratrol... and melatonin helps _ght viruses too ....

I know I would take the time to stock up  on whatever I decide to buy in advance if at all possible...

your health is your most important asset (if only I could get mine back!!!). I've just looked up in my

old notes and found this written to my sister (the one who died from the blasted jab) - may need to

continue ... "I knew that viruses multiply more at night (10 times more - a study at Cambridge

proves - you see the body tends to _ght infections during the day and detoxes at night - leaving the

viruses to replicate unhindered).  I also knew that if one wants to detox it is a good idea to take

activated charcoal at night - HOWEVER, what I didn't know was we should take activated charcoal

at night if we have a viral infection - and that is sooo worth learning!  This info is from Dr Thomas

Janossy (based in Canada) in the Immune Defense Summit - he spent a year in Africa trying to

combat malaria which STILL claims 500,000 lives a year, every year there!!!  (I didn't know that
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_gure was so high).  cont....

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jennycat24

Cont notes written to my sister...."Dr Janossy found that in a study where patients taking a drug to

combat malaria were divided in half, and one half took quite a lot of charcoal at night, the ones

without the charcoal died and the ones with the charcoal lived - which is astonishing (though awful

for the ones not with the charcoal).  "He then goes on to say that the patient knows when they are

getting more ill and their temperature goes up that they should take a gram of charcoal every hour

(this puzzles me as he then goes on to say we should take Vit C, Zinc, Selenium, melatonin etc

every hour too - won't they get absorbed by the charcoal?  I think I would separate supplements by

a couple of hours from the charcoal - and it can have quite a strong reaction....).  "

I don't know if this will help you, though I hope so, please do your own research and apply it to your

own life (we are all different)... and the best of luck to us all! BTW in the UK I've had a couple of

phone calls asking me to have jabs, but I pointed out that my Consultant Chest Physician had

forbidden me to have any more v's as I had anaphylactic shock and severe viral pneumonia from

the last one.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Jennycat24

JeaBea - I forgot one thing - a nebuliser with a saline solution in it and some drops of hydrogen

peroxide - details on this website and others... because of the spike proteined Parkinsons I use this

daily and if I forget I get a lot worse....
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bee70578

Hi Jeabea, I assume you're taking D3 with the K2, (also take magnesium and VitC) and you know

that K2 will mess with your clotting (INR) time. But if anyone comes near me with a syringe I intend

to grab it and stick in in the fecker's own arm, regardless. If you can't avoid the jab take

Trimethylglycine (TMG) and at very least double dose NAC as recommended by Judy Mikovits.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mirandola

Invest in a big doberman pincher or some other dog. Seriously, those with medical compromise are

the ones really getting bullied in this whole saga. By vaccine mandates, which considers nada

about individual medical vulnerabilities. And by being shut out of society and friendly circles. "Eat,

drink and be merry, unless you are unvaccinated! If so, stay home!" Well I don't go for this. Only if a

vaccinator was to show up, tell them the situation and call them  a murderer if medical vulnerability

really is that high. Make it clear what the vulnerabilities are and the extent. Threaten to sue them,

individually. They will probably back down. There must be a legal defense. Is there a good lawyer

who can and will help? And there must be medical documentation available from a good hearted

doctor with some spine, who will write a letter of exemption. And if that doesn't |y ,sue like hell.

Money talks! I did not say sue BigPharma. How about the mandating okcials instead ? How about

those actually plunging the needle in? What about the "Doctors" who cooperate at the expense of

harm and even death to others? It's time for class action lawsuits! Groups have a power!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Shanthi
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Dr. Mercola, as a long time member of your site, I don't understand why you have to delete your

content. Are you being forced to? Is it court-ordered? Would it be possible to make your content

available only to signed-in members?

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

lightworkeight

Sad to hear your news. Archive a copy and who knows the day may come when it can be re-uploaded. I

wanted to expand upon the article above. The fact that the death wave follows the vaccination wave is

to some degree expected. And the likelihood that vaccination creates variants, which in turn will create

a second wave of infection is growing in acceptance. But I also want to point out that in most countries

they are still using the PCR test (because it gives them control). I fail to see how a PCR test, which is

not diagnostic to begin with, is able to differentiate between spike proteins due to a covid infection,

and spike proteins due to vaccination. Thus, the more you vaccinate it seems the more positive PCR

tests will be found - - should you go looking for them. Perhaps I am missing something but how is the

PCR test in any way indicative of infection if your body is manufacturing spike proteins throughout your

blood supply? We know that vaccinated people shed so surely these proteins will be easily found in

nasal mucus also. It seems to me that once a 'scare' starts it is self-fueling until someone gives the

order to test less, or test at lower cycles.  Exactly what we see happening.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

Pet Rock

Heard from Erin Elizabeth that Mercola is going to take all his articles down.  Tonight or tomorrow.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jea5574
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My son, his wife, his mother-in-law, his father-in-law, and his sister-in-law all were vaccinated, and all

got Covid last week and their 2 small children too.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

ulika7

To me the logical way to stop this calamity and genocide while most are sleep walking, is to talk face to

face instead of via our screens. Wasn't this the best way the french revolution happened? In Russia

people are boycotting the restaurants that require the vac proof of any sort. Its called people power!

Why not keep up to date on they |y blog

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

JayD2021

Geert Vanden Bosch said exactly the same thing about 4 months ago. Although he has been accused

of scare-mongering and having some (_nancial) interest in his suggested use of a different kind of

vaccine (NK cell type), instead of those that do not confer immunity i.e. the ones currently being used

on the population,  his basic theory on why the current non-vaccines would drive the virus to mutate

and create more variants seems logical. Time will tell.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vic449330

It‘s 3:55am and I suddenly woke up, turned on my phone and saw Dr. Mercola‘s message just minutes

after he posted it. This „book burning“ situation has to be prevented at all cost. Print as many articles

as you about this whole bloody mess. I say we distribute them to the masses, so many people have
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never read the articles, the science, the interviews, the doctors and scientists. This is just unbelievable.

We need to get the truth out there, this is pure CURRUPTION! And your everyday citizen is not even

interested in learning the real facts. So we need to make it crystal clear for them! And worldwide. This

whole plandemic is being played out like a well-rehearsed bank robery and they are stealing our most

valuable possesions. Now either we are smarter than they are and we use the bene_t of our numbers

or we lay down and let them take it all. How do we proceed people?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

CMT367

Vic is referring to this:  www.youtube.com/watch     "Fed Emergency Powers" have destroyed

Mercola as a source of "covid scare" information...ALL THE INTERVIEWS CAN BE PRINTED FROM

THE PDF LINK, USU. AT THE BOTTOM LEFT OF THE VID FRAME IN THE POST. I hope Mercola is

ARCHIVING everything deleted esp. the "Expert Interviews"  How do we proceed? Good Question.

Marching in the streets only goes so far...

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lightworkeight

Perhaps some other enterprising platform could carry his articles to take the heat off of him

somewhat. They really need to be on the net somewhere.

Posted On 08/04/2021

 

T42t4u

my friend was vaxed last april and may now he has trsted positive _r covid
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

Some of us do not value the things DeBlasio is withholding from us.  I did not have any intention of

visiting NYC to start with.  It seems to me he should be more concerned with alienating the strongest

part of the tax base that is leaving NYC leaving behind many more who are dependent on govt.

 Children are promised a cookie after they get vaccinated.  This is the adult version of the “cookie”. =>

DeBlasio says you can eat at a restaurant.  There is another option, you can eat at nice restaurants

outside NYC. For the cost of an over-priced meal, you can prob also have it catered. I pity the

restauranteurs who are in the midst of this political charade.  However, with in|ation, costs have gone

up and quality has fallen, so we no longer eat in restaurants.  So many good restaurants with

“home-cooked food”—formerly owned by minorities (!)—that we used to patronize, have closed.  No

incentive to go out to eat anymore.  I have not yet seen all the old movies on line, either.  I have enough

activity just in my own backyard to keep me busy for a long time without looking for more

entertainments.

N.Y.C. to Require Vaccine Proof Indoors at Restaurants, Gyms and More – Republican Daily - New York

City will become the _rst U.S. city to require proof of vaccination for a variety of activities for workers

and customers — indoor dining, gyms and performances — to put pressure on people to get vaccinated,

Mayor Bill de Blasio announced Tuesday morning. The program, similar to mandates issued in France

and Italy last month, will start later this month, and after a transition period, enforcement will begin in

mid-September, when schools are expected to reopen and more workers could return to okces in

Manhattan. “It’s time for people to see vaccination as literally necessary to living a good and full and

healthy life,” Mr. de Blasio said at a news conference. “If you want to participate in our society fully,

you’ve got to get vaccinated,” he said Tuesday. “It’s time.”

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

DeBlasio may discover that the large minority of unvaccinated people have no desire to reengage
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with society--or spend money to contribute to the economy. They are learning to become more and

more self-reliant and realize how little they need from govt.  Many have already withdrawn from

public life due to the immorality and signi_cantly more are also home-schooling their children, too.

Today, hubby got a letter from the DVA asking him to come in for a "free" vaccination.  Friends tell

me they go to a doctor for help with a particular physical ailment, but the doctor has no time to

discuss it--all he talks about is getting vaxed.  More and more people are now living without MDs,

too. We had food long before we had supermarkets and restaurants. There is no place on the face

of the earth where people have not been able to entertain themselves without spending money. I

hope all these restrictions will make people think about their real priorities and realize keeping

DeBlasio and others in okce is not one of them.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

T42t4u

july 19 I gave my adult daughter a ride to get her second moderna. i got got really sick that day.

sneezing like never before. nose running crazy. ten days later im coughing.. looking like a tyrant

spreader. copd?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

tallulah3

T4 the same thing happened to me when I took my mom to the doctor and had to wear one of their

masks and a few days later was exposed to a grocery delivery person and I got even worse. I

believe that the vaxxed are super spreaders. I think it’s the spike protein that is coming from them

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Retsbew

principia-scienti_c.com/the-lockdowns-the-masks-the-rules-are-coming-..  The Lockdowns, The

Masks, The Rules Are Coming Back - Published on August 3, 2021 - Written by Dr Vernon Coleman MB

ChB DSc FRSA

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jillwozhere

I'm a life form also _ghting to survive - the government's tyranny.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

tallulah3

Please how can I get in touch with America’s Frontline Doctors?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

americasfrontlinedoctors.com     or phone number: 855-503-2657

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

tallulah3
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Thank you so much

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

www.brighteon.com/0e908971-2202-4354-b8c8-0ee47c18a76e  Business is booming at a restaurant

for the unvaccinated.  Noillnesses traced back to this restaurant.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jrh6690

I am not sure how you can write an article like this when you know the test is useless.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Gerritje1

Geert VandenBossche told us so, several times.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lin3741

Another thing you will never hear about in the mainstream, but it should be front page news, and a huge

breaking story all over tv.   Will never happen.  Just keep jabbing em til they’re dead.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

DJay1964

What an absolute 'Shite' show. We were warned months ago that this would happen and those who

were warning us were 'fact checked' by the likes of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. People should be

held accountable for censoring science. "Follow the science" my ***. It's more "Follow the narrative, or

else".

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Almond

Stigmatizing people. metro.co.uk/2021/08/03/people-recovering-from-covid-may-have-substanti..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

DJay1964

The just keep ramping up the fearporn. Good lord. What's next?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

personalhealth

The CDC stands for Center for "DISINFORMATION" Control.   They like Cr Frankenstein Fauci an many

others have been and still are all over the place on what they say.  Any Disinformation that is out there,

has come from the the CDC...WHO... and the many people associated with them...as well as the

Communist Government GOONS at every level...with help from Big Tech Giants and UN-Social
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Media...Aided by the Lame Stream Ma_a Propaganda Commie Nutworks...Known as the Media.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lovestosing6

I loved reading this - we can be a control group - of course we’d be too healthy so that might not |y very

well! As several people have pointed out, the unvaccinated are a control group in this vast COVID

vaccine experiment. If a year from now, millions and millions of us who didn’t take the shot are

obviously still healthy, that’s not going to sit well with the vaccinators-in-charge or the pro-vaccine

crowd. They don’t want a vibrant control group. They want compliant robots. Then there is this, from

Stat News, July 21: “Millions of unused Covid-19 vaccines are set to go to waste as demand dwindles

across the United States and doses likely expire this summer, according to public health okcials…”

“Currently, states have administered 52.36 million fewer doses than have been distributed to them,

according to federal data.”

“A signi_cant tranche of P_zer doses is expected to expire in August… Given waning domestic vaccine

demand, those doses are unlikely to be fully used before they must be tossed.” And then the infection

rates - 70% of the hospitalized in Israel are the fully vaxxed population.  Of course all we hear in the US

is - the unvaccinated are _lling up the hospitals.   Jeeze. Seriously, my girlfriend got covid and the three

of us exposed to her didn’t get it.  So ... here’s a question, if we had been vaccinated, is that how they

would determine the vaccine worked?   100% proof the vaccine works!  Wait - but weren’t vaccinated

and we didn’t get it.   So who wants to report that stat? Since the 3 of us aren’t vaccinated and we didn’t

catch it, does that mean covid isn’t as rapidly caught as we’d think?  Conditions:  We were at a small

table for a couple of hours sharing conversation, food and drinks.  Hugs goodbye, etc.  Her husband

didn’t catch it either, he had way more contact with her than we did, but still - you’d think we would have

all ‘caught’ it.  hmmm Just some interesting thoughts :

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

kickthechair
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What we think we know interesting video  RISE OF THE VARIANTS www.bitchute.com/.../1Bwogrn3Xllt

 today I am sad and happy my grand babies will be out of CA in 6 days no more poison for their bodies,

I have been able from what I learned on sites like this to convince their Mother what damage they

cause. While I was reading these posts this popped into my head link below  EVERYBODY NEEDS A

LAUGH  www.youtube.com/watch   Faith and Peace Everybody

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Dr.tbrma

Its simply that vaccinated people assume they are protected and meet more people and let their guard

down - it doesn't have to be any more complicated than that. Virus does not have a brain that is trying

to _gure out how to survive, a percentage of variants will always occur by mutation and natural

selection.  The more people that have the virus the more variants that arise.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cybersoul

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR

HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

beatlejuice

why did you show the video from the NAZI anti semite? I ended it as soon as he showed his NAZI

colors!
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anmael

They are videos from Chile, without translation into English, unfortunately. www.youtube.com/watch

 and lbry.tv/.../PreguntasFiloso_casVacunasCOVID:4

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

wilsonson

If viruses are not a living entity according to microbiologists,then how do they struggle to survive

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

sio6474

They don't struggle, they co opt the host's cells machinery and replicate.  They mutate to trick and

evade the immune system, there is no consciousness that decides that.   They are not considered

living in the sense that they don't metabolize energy, so there is no waste, those are characteristics

in living cells.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Charly ali

Alldogsgotoheaven, your comment sounds like a Monty Python skit i.e. The Dead Parrot. The whole

mess we're in is just as ludicrous. Unfortunately, though millions don't understand the aberrant
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hypocrisy.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

lyn7020

My question is.. where do we go from here? Continue on with the same preventative measures as

before? Is anyone modifying their supplements? We are approaching the fall on the east coast in North

America and cold weather is coming. Which means more people inside. Schools are reopening. I would

love to hear back from some of the commentators here.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Nadine17

In southwest Florida they were heavily chemtrailing at least a month. Never saw this before, not

here.  Sunshine state not so sunny. Now we have huge _sh die off due to red tide, this only

happens once maybe in then years,  This happened three years ago. Connection to chemtrailing?

They are destroying crops, _sh, etc.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fszaf56

The _rst thing I would do is get vitamin D levels tested, and make sure they are in ideal range.

Supplement as needed. Also look for Mercola articles on using hydrogen peroxide in a

nebulizer...and get the supplies you need. Zinc and quercetin also very important.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Krofter

Public Health Scotland Covid Statistical report shows 87% of those who recently died of covid were

vaxxed.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/graphene-oxide-epidemic-2-the-transhuman..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NaplesDan

Sorry, I am as skeptical as most in here, but those numbers are bogus.  Out of about 3300 deaths,

2900 were UNvaccinated.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

tomfrank2

Let's  get this straight. If I am vaccinated I have a greater chance of being hospitalized or dying from

 Covid-19?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Krofter

Yes, much higher - even in the US.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Dr.tbrma

Only if you stop taking preventative actions - Most vaccinated people think they can carry on as if

virus does not exist - not true

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NaplesDan

NO…Krofter’s post is not accurate.  The opposite is what the data show.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fszaf56

Also if you are low Vitamin D. That is something you can absolutely control.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

aml4222

Glastian - thank you for posting the link to Dr. Cahill's interview.  In the U.S., we currently have a similar

movement among the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Okcers Association.  Sheriff Richard Mack

advocates the same strategies in that we should ask for and receive indication from our local law

enforcement okcials they are acting under their oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States of

America. I don't know if our system has the same concept of "malfeasance" that Dr. Cahill speaks of,

but I believe there must be civil penalties for those who take an oath but do not uphold that oath of

okce. There is currently a nation wide tour of the CSPOA in order to gain visibility and educate local

law enforcement of their true power. ariseusa.com/tour-schedule
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

alfred_3

This is quite interesting. What I would like to know if there are any studies that created subgroups in

the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups. The subgroups would be Vaccinated after infection and

Unvaccinated after infection. Wondering what might be the comparison of infection rates on those

individuals?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

plawson

Good Morning.....  This is off subject but i was wondering if anyone knows the answer to this question.

Can you take too many zinc ionophores?   My husband takes Ivermectin and Quercetin.  I take Hydroxy

and Quercetin. Is this too much? Thank You

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

tomfrank2

Try getting vaccinated.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

wakeupSleep

plawson...how much of quercetin do you take?  how long have you been doing this? with certain
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vitamins the body will naturally 'remove' the excess amount however with quercetin, i'm not too

sure. i know that some supplements give 500mg of quercitin with vitamin c, d and zinc.

tomfrank2...why the response?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

DebbyW

"The governments of these countries have to decide if the problem is that not enough of their people

have been vaccinated, or that the vaccines are simply not as effective as initially assumed they would

be."  - If more of their 'vaccinated' people are getting the new variant, how can this even be a question?

It's NOT that not enough people have been 'vaccinated'. The 'vaccinated' are driving this variant and

making other 'vaccinated' sick because of their incomplete, fake immunity.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

carolmalaysia

This is depressing news from the Chicago Tribune. Sorry to bring this horri_c statement to you. When

will this country wake up and realize that the vaccines are meant to kill people? Spike proteins in the

vaccines are TOXIC to the human body. COVID vaccines produce spike proteins. ......... Yesterday the

U.S. _nally reached President Biden’s goal for 70% of American adults to have received at least one

dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. The milestone was hit a month late, and amid the surge of delta variant.

In Illinois, nearly 73% of people age 12 and up have received at least one shot.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Grogers
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I may be missing a key point, but with 60% of Israelis vaccinated and 55% of new cases being among

the vaccinated, it sounds like the infection rate is about the same whether vaccinated or not. Not

signi_cntly better or worse. What's of more concern is the quoted _gures in the articles saying that

vaccination doesn't reduce chances of hospitalization, given that the main pitch for vaccines against

variants is milder symptoms. Of course we don't know how ill vaccinated vs unvaccinated people are in

hospital. One key _gure not known above is mortality rates. People who are vaccinated may be less

cautious, thinking they're safe. There's just not enough info yet to draw any hard conclusions.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

fgb6193

A fourth explanation is one that appeared in an article by Mike Whitney over at Global Research: the

side-effects of the vaccine (especially the damage done by the spike protein) are indistinguishable

from the symptoms of the disease itself.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

wallguy

Und from vay up here.....You all look like little Ants!    (Heimlich on Pixar Bugs Life)

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

JGB123

I recently read that CDC has instructed labs and facilities in the US to choose another test for covid, as

it will no longer recognize PCR results effective 12/31/21.  Last July it combined pneumonia, in|uenza,

and covid (New category titled PIC), and new testing options conveniently give results for covid and/or

in|uenza. All done quietly, nothing about this in man. Here is the article from CDC.
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www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PC..  So what about all the

PCR tests done over last 1.5 years?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

scibob77

I can think of a number of reasons why infection rates are rising amongst vaccinated individuals:  1.

They are becoming less careful because they think they are fully protected;   2. The _rst individuals to

be vaccinated were elderly and their immune systems may be be currently more susceptible to the

Delta virus; and   3. Linked to the last point, the protection afforded by the vaccine is diminishing to the

point where "breakthrough" is occurring.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

davetheslave44yahoo.co.u

So, what are these governments going to do, then, assuming they have complete autonomy over their

decisions - withdraw the shots if these _gures prove conclusively that they haven't and aren't working?

Given that they have stored all their eggs in one basket - predicated them all in their okcial narrative

and have mandated some policies, it seems a tall climbdown to me.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

wbetts3

Dr Robert Malone made a comment yesterday that the cause of the VAXX getting the disease was

because of Antibody Dependency Enhancement.  He developed the VAXX in 1988 and ADE was his

greatest nightmare.  He strongly recommends that the VAXX be stopped NOW, but money is more

important than life it seems........
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cdimsda

Yep, scary stuff

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jesper0120

How does Tim that wrote that study know which variant is spreading more or less? How does Tim

know the difference between bacterias, SARS-COV-2, SARS-COV-1 and other viruses?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

sandramne

Thank you Dr Mercola for the wonderful and great work you have done,and continue doing to inform

the people with genuine information. I have learned so much from you,you have changed people's lives.

 I will keep you in my prayers asking God to bless you even more with everything you do.  He  is using

you to expose the lies that are hurting the whole world.  The judgement day will for all of those who are

lovers of money  slanders and have their hands stain with blood.  My love and respect for you great

worker caring and lover of the people.

You're a great Dr! Thank you.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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stu4752

It’s exactly what some other vaccines experts have been saying from the start that the virus is only

going to mutilate if people are vaccinated

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Good_Hands

Even with the typo -- mutilate -- it still reads as true.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Natenal

"... virus is only going to mutilate...."  LOVE IT!!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

Your thoughts? www.cnn.com/2021/08/02/politics/dc-metropolitan-police-okcer-suicide..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Natenal

Typical demoKKKrat "klintonicide" handling of potentially inconvenient witnesses. The _rst an

okcer who dies after "being beaten with a _re extinguisher by insurrectionistas..." OH NO, wait a
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moment, he died the next day of an unrelated stroke. Not a bruise anywhere. Fine one day... then

mysteriously strokes out the next. Very interesting. Then three suicidal okcers, the latest "a good

father and family man with a wife and three children"...- not so good if you ask me. He abandoned

his family. NOT GOOD. All four deaths of okcers directly involved with the Jan 6th

"insurrectionistas." Clearly PTSD caused by TDS. Then we have four "unnamed" okcers who give

powerful testimony as to their "fear for their very lives" in the face of the unarmed and mostly

peaceful (apart from the FBI instigators and antifa professionals seeded among them) invaders on

Jan 6th. The only actual interpersonal violence involved a Capitol Police LIEUTENANT!!!- a high

ranking okcer- shooting an unarmed demonstrator on the other side of a door, Michael Byrd by

name. One wonders how these "capitol police" would fare in Portland, Seattle, Milwaukee, Chicago,

New York and any of the other cities dealing with far worse on a daily basis.  They're barely police

at all- pinos in fact. Best capable of giving tourists directions to the nearest restroom, "there are no

public restrooms, ma'am, you'll have to use a portable on the mall...." ...BANG!! Some of my

thoughts....

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

ymedan

The more interesting fact about the statistics from Israel is that people who are unvaccinated but had

Covid and recovered are only 1% of the positives and none of the hospitalized. The natural immunity

seems to be much more robust that the vaccine.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NaplesDan

Very good to know.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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royt123

Dr. Mercola, Is your staff working on an article to address the UK Public Health Technical Bulletin #19?

Latest UK Data: Vaccinated People 3-times More Likely To Die From Delta Variant Than Unvaccinated -

A report published Friday by the UK government agency Public Health England reveals individuals who

received a COVID-19 vaccine are more than three times more likely to die from the Delta variant than

unvaccinated people.newsrescue.com/latest-uk-data-vaccinated-people-3-times-more-likely-to..  

OK, now let’s go to Technical Bulletin 19 to be certain this is really what has been reported.  And

indeed, on page 19 of the report, we read about the Delta cases. “Received 2 doses” 28,773 cases.

“Unvaccinated”      121,402. Scrolling to the end of the table, “Deaths within 28 days of the positive

specimen date”. “Received 2 doses” 224 deaths. “Unvaccinated”       165 deaths. What the U.K.

government did not do was the statistics. What are the chances of dying with the vaccine vs.

unvaccinated? Received 2 doses:  224/28,773, 0.779%. Unvaccinated:        165/121,402, 0.136%. In

other words, you are 5.7 times less likely to die from the Delta variant if you DON’T get vaccinated.

7,785 per million vaccinated, 5.7 x’s more. 1,359 per million unvaccinated, 83% less.

Interesting how reporters can’t do good math. It is not 3 times more likely to die, it’s is almost 6 times

more likely to die vaccinated. Or 83% less likely if not vaccinated. Now, shouldn’t this be headline

news? assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att..

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

NaplesDan

Have you read #20?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

anonamoose
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With all due respect, Gaza is not occupied by Israel. They unilaterally withdrew in 2005 and uprooted

10,000 Jews because any Palestinian territory must be Jew Free to please the antisemitic Muslims.

The Palestinians elected Hamas in 2007 and right in their charter it calls for genocide of the Jews.

Hamas deliberately embeds their rockets among Palestinians and uses civilians as human shields and

Israel bends over backwards to avoid civilian casualties. Including text messages to every cell phone

and knock knock bombs which go off on a roof to give hours of warning to get out. Israelis on the other

hand have 15 or 20 seconds to get to bomb shelters. In the most recent election 4 Arabs were elected

to the Knesset and are part of the coalition forming the current government. An Arab sits on the

supreme court. There are 2 million Arabs in Israel proper with citizenship and voting rights. Egypt also

blockages Gaza along with Israel because Hamas is a bad neighbor and foments terrorism and

violence. So please stop with the apartheid nonsense. It really wasn't necessary to include that in a

segment about Covid. I know Israel is far from perfect and I certainly don't like all the fascist policies

being employed there, but to just gloss over the fact that Palestinians elected a Genocidal organization

is poor journalism. The Palestinians in Gaza are victims of their own stupidity.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

MarilynSh

This little study is pointless and so is going on about covid which is not a thing and never has been..

WHO invented the acronym because people would not be terri_ed of sars.   Sudden acute respiratory

disease might make people sick but thanks to Dr Martin and his team of researchers we know that it

has never existed outside a lab. computer

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

Not to mention that they use unreliable methods to diagnose Covid, which makes the whole thing

super pointless. I think Dr. Mercola should move on to other topics as the people who see through

it, already see, and the ones who don’t will never see. Let the blind bury the blind. For me the
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Covidy matters are completely settled.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

stoneharbor

Vladimiri.... Yes, I love "Let the blind bury the blind!"

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

You’re right!  But what about “gain of function research” that has weaponized corona viruses! I’ve

had covid from vaccinated ppl, after working with covid patients for one year. The spike protein is

the toxic entity that is causing micro thrombi to every organ in our bodies, presenting as strokes,

pulmonary embolisms and organ failure. Thank God my blood level vitamin D level is between

50-70 ng/ml!  It saved my life, as I had the typical “ground glass opacities “ on cat scan and

survived what killed too many who were D de_cient, as well as underlying comorbidities. The

damage to this cohort of patients is real AND unnecessary!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

GabriellaK

Ghaza is not occupied by Israel, it is an independent Hamas run place ever since Sharon pulled Israel

out of there in 2003, I think it was 2003.  Since then Ghaza has become a cesspit of corruption,

violence and deceit, and it is mainly hurting the population of Ghaza whilst its charter is dedicated to

the destruction of Israel.  Israel bombs Ghaza in response to rockets that are _red by the Hamas

authority, and other terrorist organisations, at towns in Israel, with the speci_c aim of killing as many

Jewish Israeli civilians as possible.  Israel targets the locations from which the rockets are launched,
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often in heavily populated areas.  Hamas uses its population as human targets in order to garner

sympathy from the world audience, which is being misled by statements like the ones in this

broadcast.  The blame for Ghazan casualties lies squarely with Hamas, Islamic Jihad and the other

terrorist organisations that operate freely in Ghaza.  The Arabs of Ghaza have only their own rulers to

blame, who are perpetrating child abuse and massive human rights violations.  The money they receive

from the EU, Qatar, Iran and others is not used to improve infrastructure, or living standards, or housing,

or education and health facilities.  No, it is used for building weapons, digging tunnels and

underground safe havens for the rulers, and for sequestering into private accounts by the rulers in

banks in Switzerland and the Gulf states.    But maybe the most egregious use of this funding is for

educating children to hate Jews, to hate Israel, and the justify their use of murderous violence against

the Jews of Israel.  The literature that they produce for schools is horri_c.  Find it and see for yourself

and then decide what's what.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

How come Hamas did not _re any rockets under Trump? Hamas is obviously a fake entity funded

by the USA to create the problem that requires a solution. Most Islamic terrorist organizations are

created and funded by the USA. Of course, under Israel’s guidance. Trump refused to fund them

during his term and this is why they disappeared. It is a scam for money, as armed con|icts are

very pro_table. You believe too much in okcial narratives. Underneath it all Israel is doing it and

lying to its own citizens. All for the love of money. It is a business model.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

GabriellaK

Vladimira, You appear to have false information.  Under Trump there were plenty of rockets, of

course not reported by mainstream media.  However, the Ghazans mainly used incendiary balloons
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and kites with _re bombs attached, which caused untold damage to life, homes, farms and

farmland, and to nature reserves, where many wild animals were killed by the _res.  Not to mention

the smoke from the _res which add to global warming. Your statement "all for the love of money"

is, in effect, a declaration of anti-semitism.  This claim about Jews being in love with money is as

old as the hills.  It derives from a false narrative started by the Roman Christians all those many

years ago.  It is diabolical to still be using this old trope.  Shame on you.  Of course it is very

convenient to always blame Israel.  God forbid that the Palestinians should ever examine their own

motives and actions.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

I don’t believe most media anyway, mainstream or not. Who knows whether the report is true

anyway. It might be the usual lies from the very, very biased and corrupt media. This con|ict would

not exist unless it was pro_table for some parties. Pro_t, pro_t, pro_t, yes this is the motive. So

you are telling me that there were so many rocket attacks during the Trump era and somehow

miraculously Israel chose not to retaliate? Lies, lies, and more lies. Who could possibly believe in

such ridiculous narratives?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

GabriellaK

Vladimira, You do not seem to understand what this con|ict is about.  It has nothing to do with

money, although the Arabs of Ghaza do quite nicely out of it, with all the free money they get from

the EU, Qatar etc..  It has to do with needing a safe haven for Jewish people in a country of their

own.  The country was established much like others, e.g. the USA, New Zealand, Australia, were

created.  Before the British Mandate the land was ruled by the Ottoman (Turkish) empire.  Many of

the Arabs who live in Israel now migrated from Syria, Jordan and other Arab countries is search of

work which the Jewish people provided as the country was being developed.  The main problem
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now, but one which is gradually being resolved, is whether Arabs can accept the existence of a

Jewish state and Jewish people living there.  The main problem is that Muslims believe that once a

land has been "Muslim" it must forever remain "Muslim", that is, occupied by Muslims and only

Muslims.  Anti Semitism is rife in the Arab world.  It is not exclusive to the "Western" world.

By the way, none of what I have written is lies, only you choose to think it is lies because it suits

your narrative.  I live in Israel and I do not rely on any news media - I rely on personal reports and

what my eyes see and my ears hear.  Yes, rocket _re from Ghaza is met by our Iron Dome

protection system, and like I already wrote, during a period when Hamas had less access to the

materials from which to build rockets, they concentrated on incendiary devices and burnt massive

tracts of land.  Why?  Out of sheer hatred.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

What happened to Hamas during Trump’s era that they couldn’t build rockets? Trump cut off their

_nances?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

GabriellaK

Oh dear Vladimira, you are really tiresome.  You keep harping on about the same point.  Trump did

not see it _t to provide Hamas with funds that were meant for the bene_t of the populace, but were

being mis-used for building rockets and _rearms.  That is not a good use for the US taxpayers'

money.  Anyway, in this day and age, how can you justify rockets being lobbed at civilians

anywhere?

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Vladimira

I believe senseless violence is true psychopathy.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

eiggod8

Speaking of cesspits of corruption, Netanyahu has been slithering out from under corruption

accusations for years.  He has been gung-ho for expanding settlements as is your new president.

 Taking Muslim homes by force, destroying olive orchards, restricting Gazan access to medical

supplies, killing men, women, and children with over-the-top bombing retaliation in Gaza for _re

balloons, slingshots, and thrown rocks. I'm sure you know that many Israelis disagree with your

government propaganda.  The world is watching as your moral authority and credibility continue to

diminish.    This is not a political forum except where related to health issues, but your comment is

off-the-charts biased.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

There are many ppl living in the world who have zero clue as to what the reality of their

governments are doing to the globe, along with “allies”.  That is a poor indication of knowing the

truth, in fact the cause of much ignorance to believe your government!   The world is now rallying

AGAINST their governments exactly for this reason!  Tyranny, oppression and global genocide!

Posted On 08/03/2021
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HorseGirl1991

"[E]very life form wants to live, wants to survive..." I thought viruses aren't "alive"??????? Do they even

exist? Has anyone ever "seen" the "SARS-coV-2"??? Has this been proven scienti_cally????...ask DRs.

Andrew Kaufman, MD and Tom Cowan, MD...look for them online, you will be enlightened. Each has a

website.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Yup!  Never satis_ed Koch’s postulates!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

00

Viruses are 1,000 times smaller than the width of a human hair. Which is a good reason why the

mask is a joke.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jileha

Please read the full articles, not just some cherry-picked quotes taken out of context. The UK and

Israel are basically running out of unvaccinated people. Here‘s the conclusion of the ZOE study: “In the

UK, new cases in vaccinated people are still going up and will soon outpace unvaccinated cases. This

is probably because we’re running out of unvaccinated susceptible people to infect as more and more

people get the vaccine. Whilst the _gures look worrying, it’s important to highlight that vaccines have
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massively reduced severe infections and post-vaccination COVID is a much milder disease for most

people. The main concern is now the risk of Long COVID.”

And source #2 re Israel: “ In protecting against infection, P_zer vaccines are 95% effective for the alpha

variant but only 64% effective for the delta variant. In preventing symptomatic COVID-19 cases, P_zer

vaccines are 97% effective for the alpha variant but only 64% effective for the delta variant. **In

preventing hospitalization and serious disease, P_zer vaccines are 97.5% effective for the alpha

variant and still 93% effective for the delta variant.** [...] The more vaccinated a population, the more

we’ll hear of the vaccinated getting infected,” she said. And Israel has one of the most vaccinated

populations in the world. About 60% of the nation’s entire population of 9.3 million has received at least

one vaccine dose, reported Reuters. Among adults, about 85% have been vaccinated which means that

Israel’s vaccinated community is _ve times larger than its unvaccinated community.” Because Delta is

much more infectious than previous variants, it is almost exclusively unvaccinated that go to hospital

and die - wherever there are larger populations with low vaccination rates as in many areas in the US.

Vaccinated people get sick as well, genally have only mild symptoms, if any, and only very few end up

in the hospital or die. Get the whole stories, not just what Dr. Mercola wants you to know.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

britcarguy

Thank you for posting that.  I would expect your posting to be removed and your account here to be

cancelled.  I have been a follower of Dr. Mercola for many years, since he was just a columnist in

Townsend News, prior to  the internet.  I used to think he was a really smart guy.  Sadly, he has

gone off the rails, politically and medically.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

I will not be surprised that they kill unvaccinated people in the hospital on purpose with murderous
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protocols. After all, this is how they pumped the death numbers for Covid in 2020. They needed

deaths and they produced them. I don’t go to hospitals any more as I do not trust the “services.”

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

And how do they distinguish between variants? With the PCR test? Fantastical nonsense to high

heaven. Most doctors cannot diagnose anything properly, not just Covid.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

cometcal

I question your assumptions. This article assumes there's a reliable test to accurately determine

these stats - much less the conclusions.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Ambereyes

There are NO variants, of course... The whole thing is a lie... As people continue dying after being

vaccinated, they must CREATE the lie of new variants to JUSTIFY the infection of those already

vaccinated....

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bee70578
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jileha, Is the Delta (India) variant causing major fatalities? I notice that our UK MSM only quotes

infection rates now which makes me highly suspicious. My upstairs neighbour's family

(unvaccinated, all healthy, low weight) ) appeared to come down with the delta variant - two work in

hospitality, and it lasted about 3 days and then they were ok.   I didn't know at the time, but similarly

came down with headache, very sore throat and running nose, took Quercetin and zinc sulphate

asap twice that day (as well as D3 etc) and had just very mild symptoms next day, fading over a

couple of days. It would be cool to have been tested but who can trust the tests? TBH since

changing to low carb diet for CFS, increasing sat fat intake, and using supplements. I've not had |u

since more than  ten years.  I'm 76. Is it really that simple?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Longplay

None of that has any bearing on the basics, i.e. that SARS-CoV-2 was not the black death, that

there was no 18 month long emergency, that therecwere treatments that were okcially

suppressed, and that the virus dulid not warrant the destrucrion of the West, including the advent

of medical tyranny.  Destroying the fruits of tge Enlightenment for milder symptoms is insane.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Usher12

You are a moron, who obviously has no understanding of actual health or the way the healthy

immune system works.   You are the type of cowardly imbecile who thinks risking healthy children's

long term overall and immune health to protect those who would have died anyway because of

serious underlying conditions is ethical.   Where has it ever been claimed that the Delta variant

actually causes more severe illness?   What are you?  A fat weakling with one foot already in the

grave or a big pharma schill.       You are the one who will go to the hospital and die _rst because

you obviously are incapable of looking after your own health.   Absolutely disgusting how many
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cowardly people like you are incapable of taking any responsibility for their own poor health and at

some point we all die of one thing or another.  Some sooner than others if they don't look after their

overall health.  Risking the health of billions to supposedly protect millions of vulnerable/

unhealthy is an insane concept and completely illogical.   Read up on the Cutter polio vaccine

incident, so that you can  try to comprehend how dangerous vaccines can be.   And from what I

have seen the lockdown measures, vaccines, masks, stress, fear, dangerous hospital treatments

and forced neglect at nursing homes are designed to eliminate the vulnerable.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

moony77

Gain of function research has engineered a spike protein that they have used the VERY

transmissible corona exosome/virus to spread!  We must stop GAIN OF FUNCTION RESEARCH!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

melXtz

That logic will hold up eventually, but today with only about 60-66% of the population vaccinated

(which is true of both UK and Isreal when you include children) you absolutely would NOT yet

expect there to be more (or even close to the number of) cases being among the vaccinated.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jileha

@britcarguy As you can see, there is no need to remove my post. The people here are too fare gone

to realize that the two main articles Dr M bases his arguments on actually fully contradict his

arguments. Dr M knows exactly that they don‘t bother reading the entire articles, have abandoned
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any logical thinking which would make it obvious that most of their bizarre theories are simply

impossible - e.g. hundreds of thousands of doctors and nurses in every single country of the world

colluding and coordinating their actions and statements to falsify numbers or even intentionally

killing their patients - and instead resort to name calling. In this group, I carry the name “moron” as

a badge of honor. I was probably wrong to think that some might actually read the articles and

consider what they are actually saying, not the spin Dr M gives them. But hey, I tried, and maybe

there are some that did read the articles, are considering what they and the numbers are actually

saying and just don‘t dare to comment in this echo chamber.

@bee70578 Yes, the Delta variant is causing major fatalities when you use this term to discribe

agonizing deaths after often weeks on a ventilator of younger and younger people. Over 99% of the

people still dying from COVID in the US are the unvaccinated, and there are still too many of them.

A lot of hospitals are running out of ICU beds again, so people with other kind of emergencies

might die due to that. And a lot of dying and very sick unvaccinated people have said that they

wished they had taken “the damn vaccine“ instead of suffering and leaving their spouses and

young children without a husband or wife and parent. They were believing all the lies that COVID

was a hoax, that they were young and healthy and their immune system would protect them, etc.

Famous last thoughts...  This is the most frustrating thing: that these current deaths are - with very

few exceptions (<1%) - completely avoidable.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Usher12

Jileha.   Stop spouting nonsense.   What exactly is the treatment for COVID in hospital?  I can

guarantee everything they do (and don't do) will dehydrate the patient and either kill them or put

them on a ventilator.   I can also guarantee that these people were not healthy to begin with.  

People are free to make their own choices, but personally I think any supposed COVID fatalities

would have stood a much better chance of survival at home.   I think it is slightly more alarming

when Public health units and the CDC greatly exaggerate COVID as the actual cause of death when

these patients had other infections like pneumonia, heart and lung diseases, obesity, etc.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

You don’t use a ventilator on a respiratory infection. Blows up the lungs and kills the patient. It is a

horrifying death. Even the lowest nurse knows that. Medical professionals today are order

followers. They are given protocols and as dumb and uncaring most of them are they don’t

question anything and just mindlessly follow the protocol, even if the protocol will lead to certain

death. Yes, most of them are there for the money. If a death happened in a hospital, it is always

suspect as murder. It is the same as the cancer scam. Exactly the same. When you hear that a

person died three weeks after diagnosis of cancer, you immediately know that they died from the

treatment, not the cancer. If they were never diagnosed and nature was left alone, they would have

needed much longer to die. Please do vaccinate yourself extensively it is obviously good for you

and us.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jileha

@Usher12>    I think it is slightly more alarming when Public health units and the CDC greatly

exaggerate COVID as the actual cause of death when these patients had other infections like

pneumonia, heart and lung diseases, obesity, etc. But you don’t _nd it equally alarming that people

exclude other causes of death “like pneumonia, heart and lung disease, obesity, etc.“ when few

people (6000 out of 346 million, 0.0017% vs. 1.77% of infected people die) die after receiving the

vaccination, with no doctor required to sign off on these deaths as vaccine-related? These

numbers of cases, which can be reported by anyone - no medical training or experience necessary,

a hunch will do -, okcially include all coincidental side effects and deaths to make sure that all

even remotely potential vaccine-injuries are followed up upon. In fact, people are encouraged to

report everything, even if they doubt a connection to the vaccine: “Please report clinically

important adverse events that occur after vaccination of adults and children, even if you are not

sure whether the vaccine caused the adverse event.” vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html  
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In contrast to that, all okcially COVID-related deaths are reported by trained and experienced

physicians. The same skewed argument for the percentage of deaths: 1.77% death among all

infected people is OK because they have pre-existing conditions that according to you are the

actual cause, but 0.0017% is not OK because you conveniently exclude pre-existing conditions and

sheer coincidence as cause? And the vaccination is not just about preventing deaths. A lot of

people spend agonizing weeks or even months in the hospital without dying, but their health

completely ruined, maybe needing organ transplants. There is the growing number of “long

haulers”, which also include people that were completely asymptomatic. There are lots of people

left with staggering hospital and doctor bills.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

In regards doctors colluding the globe over doing the wrong thing and murdering patients, yes,

absolutely, they have done it for decades. Look at the garbage cancer treatments, statins, arthritis

drugs (arthritis can be cheaply and easily cured with boron), the childbirth business is a complete

scam and so forth. At one point in the past it was fashionable to remove tonsils and appendixes.

Whole generations were butchered. If you ask most older Americans they have no tonsils. Yes, it

was all for pro_t. This is the rule, not the exception. Unfortunately, most of this profession is a

scam, including the trauma business. Very few doctors have the integrity and skill to treat trauma

properly. Most don’t care.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

jileha

Here some numbers of the actual breakthrough cases in the US : The data reported from these

states indicate that breakthrough cases, hospitalizations, and deaths are extremely rare events

among those who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 (see Figure 1). The rate of breakthrough
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cases reported among those fully vaccinated is well below 1% in all reporting states, ranging from

0.01% in Connecticut to 0.29% in Alaska. The hospitalization rate among fully vaccinated people

with COVID-19 ranged from effectively zero (0.00%) in California, Delaware, D.C., Indiana, New

Jersey, New Mexico, Vermont, and Virginia to 0.06% in Arkansas. (Note: Hospitalization may or

may not have been due to COVID-19.)

The rates of death among fully vaccinated people with COVID-19 were even lower, effectively zero

(0.00%) in all but two reporting states, Arkansas and Michigan where they were 0.01%. (Note:

Deaths may or may not have been due to COVID-19.) Source: kff.org       ***= t in y u r l

https://***.com/cf3jx74j  

There is also a table with the numbers of vaccinated vs. unvaccinated cases. A lot of people in this

forum like to make fun of the “mislead sheepl”. As someone suffering from chronic Lyme disease

with years of misdiagnoses and lack of adequate treatment (and well over $100,000 out of pocket

costs), I can assure you that I have a lot of scepticism when it comes to allopathic medicine, and if

I were not convinced of the merits of alternative approaches I would never have joined this site. But

if you believe everything you read on this site without questioning it, without doing your own

research across numerous sources from both sides and not even bothering to read the sources Dr

M uses for his rather dubious conclusions (have you not noticed how often he and others here use

questions like “Could it not be that ...?“, avoiding to make clear statements, planting seeds in

people‘s minds and leaving ample room for more “creative” minds to _ll in the blanks?), you are the

sheepl!

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

00

bitcarguy, Dr Mercola doesn't cancel anyone, other readers hit the "dislike" button.  I've been

banned... but they let me back in - I think because I buy supplements and my post was

misunderstood.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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Usher12

jileha         You do realize that according to the CDC that 95-100% of all COVID deaths have

co-morbidities, such as pneumonia and in|uenza, diabetes, hypertension, Alzheimer disease and

sepsis.   You can be sure that 100% of the people who died were unhealthy and that the hospital

did their best to poison them with dangerous drugs, dehydrate and malnourish them.  What a load

of BS that the reporting system accurately captures all adverse reactions and deaths due to the

COVID vaccine.                                                                   You know the reason why you have chronic

Lyme is all the lovely conventional vaccines you have received.   And you want even  more

autoimmune problems from the mRNA jab?   I think the Lyme has damaged your brain cells.   I have

a dog who had Lyme and I cured him with nutrition, hydration and herbal medicine and it cost me

less than $1,000.   He never would have been susceptible to Lyme in the _rst place if he had not

received his puppy vaccines (not my choice).  Unlike you, I take responsibility for my own health

and that of my family.   Who said I believe everything on this site?  It sure beats the media and

medical morons with their COVID fear mongering though.   Look at Sweden, they have much much

lower vaccination rates and few wear the unhealthy masks:

They are doing much better than other countries in terms of COVID.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

mittaj

Except don't those who are unvaccinated stand a vastly greater chance of being hospitalized with

severe symptoms or dying compared to those who have been vaccinated?  Personally, I would much

rather have had the vaccine rather than expose myself to a much higher risk of severe illness or death.

 How about you?

Posted On 08/03/2021
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gol20925

mittaj...you just don't get it, do you.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

meneva

Mitaj actually does get it! And putting aside the issue of severity of illness, the text compares

apples with oranges. The number of vaccinated (fully or partially) in the UK is much larger than the

number pf unvaccinated people, so of course the breakthrough cases would be eventually more

among the vaccinated (with symptoms or not) than the unvaccinated, because the pool of the

unvaccinated is getting smaller and smaller. This is simple algebra! The ratio of the numbers Dr. M

cites is 0.88 (15,537 fully or partially vaccinated people who are symptomatic vs. 17,581

unvaccinated symptomatic as of July 15). However, as of August 1, 88.6% of UK people have

received one or two doses (about 46.9 million), and 11.4% have not received any dose (about 6

million people). The ratio of these numbers is about 7.8 !!! Compare this ratio with the above 0.88 -

it is about 8.9 larger! That is, unvaccinated people are possibly symptomatic at a rate of close to 9

times greater than the partially or fully vaccinated. In other words, to say that the vaccines don't

make a difference, we will have to have 9 times more fully or partially vaccinated people who got

the delta variant compared with the unvaccinated who got it. To talk about vaccinated sick

"overtaking" the unvaccinated sick, more than 9 times of a difference in numbers has to develop in

the coming days. Let's see if this will really happen. And we have not even talked about severity of

illness here. So, please, do not cherry pick and throw numbers around without proper statistical

context (i.e., simple math).

Also, even with 95% effectiveness of the vaccines (less for Astra Zeneca), 5% of the fully

vaccinated might eventually test positive, with symptoms or not. Simple math again - 72.7% are

fully vaccinated as of August 1 (about 38.5 million), of which 5% are close to 2 million people

(severity still not discussed).
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Vladimira

And who did the counting of this? And how do you diagnose Covid?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bahmi0

Look at the vaccinated.  OK, so you get jabbed and you THINK you are now bulletproof. However,

consider one thing. What about the components of the, say, P_zer "vaccine".  What are you going to

praise about the vaccine if you _nd out it contains 99% graphene oxide????? What if you've given

yourself a great chance for a miserable end-of-life sickness?  Let's face it. The Deep State

scientists are pretty dimwitted if they think other scientists that are honest won't notice what these

vaccines are composed of. The DeepStaters main weapon is pure, unadulterated propaganda! Pure

garbage!All done with the blessings of our worthless media.

I hate to say it, but Democratic governors are showing their extreme taint, just look at Newsom,

Whitmer, Dewine, and Lamont. Totally power drunk, worthy of being recalled. Why do we tolerate

these Neanderthals, anyway? Many have wrecked their states' economies. Of course, they are

exonerated of their total responsibilities for wrecking their economies. Why do we cut them slack

anyway?

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

bee70578

Hi mittaj, Well, it's not a vaccine, and it's not licensed as such for covid-19 according to the

Moderna disclaimer.
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Posted On 08/03/2021

 

therealjones

DeWine is a Republican.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

Usher12

Sorry, Mittaj and Meneva, but you stand a much higher chance of severe illness and death after

having the so called vaccine.   The only thing is that you can be sure that the cause of death in the

vaccinated will conveniently not be counted as either a COVID or vaccine related death by the

powers that be.     And you can be sure that the deaths of unvaccinated individuals with serious

underlying terminal conditions or victims of hospital malpractice will be erroneously attributed to

COVID.   Stop quoting distorted and manipulated statistics which exaggerate the danger of COVID.

Posted On 08/03/2021

 

00

mittaj..... read the real statistics.... Besides only .003% of people died from this covid ever.  So, it

was easy for the jab givers to take credit for a low instance of death, there never was any awful

rate of death.  That 500,000 or so wasn't ever people dying from covid, that was people dying of

being old, being fat and diabetic and asthma, being in a accident and catching covid in the hospital.

  All the kids who died "from covid" also had leukemia.

Posted On 08/03/2021
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